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ABSTRACT2
Equipment,

procedures and analytior..

methods for determining

the nature and concentration of toxic gaces produced when
synthetic materials are subjecter3
described.
tion is

to tlarmability

tests are

A method for flash-ignition te-ne:neture detV rina-

given.

The necessary equipment and a pzýocedure for

determining the self-ignitien temperature of hest resistant
material is described.
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INTRODUCTION

The general purpose of these tests is to determine the
nature and quantity of toxl.c gases produced when various
types of synthetic materials are. subjected to flammab!lity
tests under prescribed :ondittions.

ThA test results are

used to evaluate potenttal hazard from toxic gases produced
should such materials be burned or thermal.ly '•ecomposed 'n
Pnm1csed spaces.

The data developed 1nchde tn

tion of (1) Ignitiz.r

time, l2ý burning t.me,

lost from the material as a result of the test,
sitlon

d-terminaweight
I'h

compo-

of the atmosphere produced, ,-

temperature,

and (f) sel-ign!tion :emperature.

the test'a are condru: .t-d Ly p]acinZ a stin:k of tt.

ir brief,
material

to be tested in the an~ter of a heating cc.l1 wh.ch Ls
situated in an airtight. 0hamber.

TT.t heating coI1l is acti-

vatea and the number of seconds it takes from tr.-e tf.me the
coil is asti-ated an¶til the stick begins to burr. is recordta as the Ignition tl.mr,
seconds the heatirg ro

After

stestick has burned for 30

is deao!.Ivated, and the number or

seconds it takes for the stick to stop tirnlng
time of deactivation) A.; recordei as the bwrnipr

:"om the
tiie-

When the stick has stopped burning, the atmosphere of t" e
chamber ,Is mixed ty a circulatirg fan which is.locatell
within the chamber.

After a specifled time, a manlfold
-2-
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INTRODUCTION (Cont'd)
circulating pump is turned on.

The gai within ýhe chamber

is flowed through a manifold where samples are withdrawn
into gas ana3l/zinn

apparatus so that the composition of

the atmosphere produced can be determined.
samples are Arawn,

the chamber is purged by flushing com-

pressed atmospheric air through it.

When the old atmos-

phere of the chamber has been replaced3

the

can be removed to determine its weight loss.

-23-
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SAMPLES TO BE SUBMITTED
FOR TESTING

Twelve (12) sample sticks 5 x 1/2 x 1/2" should be submitted
for testing. If such samples cannot be submitted, and odd
size samplea are substituted, this fact should be noted in
the Test Report,

.Lfn the past plastics molded on metal bars

have been submitte2 for test. The total weight of the plastic
should be calculated by weighing the metal bar alone after all
tests are completed so that the % weight loss of the plastic
The sample sticks are sometimes held tomay be determined.
gether with adhesive when they are submitted. All the adhesive should be removed from the sticks before proceeding
with the tests.

KIND AND NUMBER OF TIETS
TO BE PERFORKED
Four cf th sample sticks should be tested according to the
flammability tsst procedure and the nature and quantity of
the toxic gases evolved tho'Ald be determined.
The flasLh-igrlt!o.n determlnat!rns should be perfeormed in
d' plicate.
One se f-!gnton

temperature determination should be made.

TEST REPORT

ORIVS

Test Reports should take the same gsneral form týhat has beer.
used In the past. Old Test Report. fcrmv may be obtainea from
the Bureau of Ships.

.6.2 A A2
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TEST Klq:PMT

The equipment used to burn nr thermally decompose the various
matprials is similar to equipment formerly employed at the
M~terials Laboratory of the New York Naval .Shipyard,_•//3/Y/
and by the_4jreau of Mines Central Rxperiment Staticn at
Pittsburgh•for determining the flame resistance of thermosetting plastics. Methods for determanirig the nature and
quantity of gases evolved were adapted to the teat procedure
by the author..-The equi.pment consists of a specimen support. heating coil,
and spark generators mounted in an essentially Sas-tieht
chamt.er equipped with facilities for sarp2!?w the teet • 'mospheres produced.
Pic'ures of the appara ýs t-e J.n the
sniendix.
The specimen support is made of for
ple:es. of metal set at
r4ght argles to one Another.
(See apx. p. 5).
Three of the
pieces sir made of flexible metal wrile the four;' ;ieee is
rigid. The support is se-ured to a ralss ' platform which, is
anchored t7 -the base of t.he oha.mber. T . si pport 1i.s constratted so that pressure will be azppied Lo (4-- spCi.,mer.

when it is inserted with;.n the metal Qipe, and *ill hold
specimen uprigh•t.
ir. tssts of them.-osetttng wa'.r.ls this
4_Sthe only eupport u-aed. In tests of thermoplt.s:.'. material.,
the teat spe--imer may Ie

supported aid.tr.ally

at, the top by

a small rod tc pre'.;-r:.! V: frcom ftal],.ng sagairst th-E

co~l !"f ;ne pcr'tlz:r. wlthin the coll sho.ld softer '.o

at..ng
melt.

The heatirg c=il (apx. p. 5) consists :,-f seven V.'-a,- o!f No.
10 (0.102 -nsr. diami#ter. NI.Orome resistance wire: spaoe

wound tn

..25 !rnch per turn and 1-2.,!6 lnche3 dirmeter.

(The coil s&c1cd be r;he-ked psrtodicallv to .r.!?ure I.t nas
not contra;'ed cr ctarged its d±mn.!,ons.
The "eat'r CS!l
:. of proper
-rt"±on$ tIf there Is & distarce
1./
ttween the centers cf A'"ese:.-e tur•ns and the total length
of the coil -'r2-l/u" whern measlred t'ron. the middle of' the
first, col: to the eAlile of +%e last. The coil ends a.-

clamped into heavy copper 1-4iwith the axis of 'he coil
coincident with the axis through the opening in the Ppec!.men support and with thc l.wt-r end cf the coil 5/18 i-"above the top of the wupport (l-5/16' above the ")ot..the plastic).

The test specimen should extend abuiJ !.

/2"

abo*.e the top cf the ocil. The ,.oi shculd be inspe;.-:.:
after each determinaS!-on, and If It has contracted it E-.:',uld
be restored tc 1.ts prescribed aBze.

.41 A 23
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TEST EQUIPMFNT (Cont'd)
distorted and cannot be restored to its original size and
shape it must be replaced.
Two spark generators with extended electrodes diametrically opposite are placed with their longitudinal center lines
in a horizontal plane about 1/2 of an inch above the top of
to ignite gases emitted :rom the heated
the heater coil,
specimen. The spark generators are mounted in such a manner
that they may be moved to within 1//

inch of the surface of

the specimen when In operatLon or away from the specimen
after ignition -ccurs,

to prevent their electrodes from be-

coming fouled by soot. The spark igniters are set 1/4 inch
away from the specimen stick ty using a pincer-like arrn"gemeat whilh has two stripe o: matsri.al 1/1 o, di inch thick
set 1/2 rnnh apart from each other. This devie' is placed
so that the two 1/8 inch strips are set outside the sides of
The spark
the test stick which face the sperk generators.
generators are moved up until they touch the adiuzting pincers,
A suitable electric -ir-and then the pincers are removed.
cul t is provided to maintain continuous sparking at the elecThe figure on p. 3 of the appendix is a 4iagramatic
trodes.
representation of the elpctrir.;a s't-tm o tbof &.paratus.
The spark gap between the electrode.e is perlodirsall.y inspected and maintained by using a spark gap adjust wir? at about
0.02 inch.
A 55-ampere current is

applied to the heater sol. through the

heavy copper lugs which are,

in turn connected to the second-

Current is controlled by means of a
ary of a transformer.
The equilibrium
variable auto-transformer in the primary.
temperature of the coil is measured when the col.l Is installed
and periodically checked to determine its temperature at
.is
equillbrium.
The equilibrium temperature of the toil
The t emper'iure
reached after about 50 seconds of heating.
•:of the coil is determined by affixing the tead "thermoocuple
Junction) of a 28 gauge shromel-alumel thermocouple to the
inner face of the middle (fourth) t';rn of the heatf.ng con.
and applying slIght but definite pressure to the ther.-mocouple to insure intimate contact of the. Juncti:., with the
coil.
The thermocouple for thIs purpose is constructed by
making a junction havir,3 pottntiometer leads and leads to be
The pot't-riheld by hand on either side of the junction.
meter reading will fluctuate slightly while a reading ._ beir.g
taken (heat loss to air currents, power supply flL~ctat on) as
the temperature~of the coil is subject to fluctuation.- The
average of the readings obtained will be recorle.Ad aa thcý
uxidation of the heating
equilibrium temperature of the coil.
-6-
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TEST EQUIPMENT (Oont'd)
coil with age will cause the equilibrium temperature of the
coil to increase at a fixed amperage: W-lR.

The test chamber is of wood construction, with glass sides
and with a small window set into the docr at the front of the
chamber to permit observation of the specimen during test.
Inside dimensions of the chamber are 24-3/4 inches by 21

inches by 32-3/4 Znches, and its volume is 270 liters. The
door of the chamber closes on a soft rubber gasket and is

secured when closed by four refrigerator-door-type clamps.

A baffle plate, to facilitate mix.ng of the chamber atmosphere, is situated 6 inches from the rear wall and extends
downward from the- top of the chamber to within 5 inches -f
the base 3upporting the 'lammability-teat e J.Ip:rent.
A 4
inch fan is mounted in a circular opening near -he top of
the baffle.
This fan is operated only after burning of the

test specimen has ceased, circulation of the atmosphere of
the chamber being obtained during the test by cncrection set

up by the heating coil and by combustion of the speiimen.
The chamber is ventilated at the conclusion of a test by

opening the exhaust duct and blowing pres-surtzed air through
the chamber (40 p.s.i. gauge)- Tht3 duct ic .I',:ied off from
the chamber by a water seal during the test.
The seal is
made ,or broken by raising or lowering a water bottle and
consequently adjusting the water level within the water seal.
(apx. pp. 1 and 2).
To prevent undue pressure changes in
the chamber during the test, as a result of heating and coolirg, the chamber atmosphere is permitted to expand through a
suitable connection into a 3-inch diameter metal tube, open
at its end to the atmosphere during operations that evolve

heat. When burning of the test specimen has ceased and cooling of the chamber atmosphere ensues, the gases discharged
by thermal expansion from the chamber into the tube are again
drawn Into the chamber from the tube by contraction due to

.ooling. Error from loss due to expansion on heating and
dilution of the test chamber atmosphere due to contraction
on cooling, is negligible with this arrangement.
A centigrade dial thermometer is supported by a bracket inside the
test chamber, and faces the window so thaut the t""aperature

of the gasnd being analyzed are known.

The toxicity test apparatus should be situated in a
free of reagent bottles or other possible source of con
tamination.

-7-
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TEST PROCEDIRE

The following procedure Srhould be employed:
1. Evacuate the test chamber and replace the air within
with uncontaminated air by b'.ow:Lng the c',mber out
with pressurized air (40 p.o.i.) for thirty minutes.
(If a shorter evacuation time is to be employed,
blank determinations must be run to assure that no
toxic gases from the previous duterminai -n have remained behind).
2.

Oil all
movable parts including the retractable spark.ing gear, the fan shaft and fan shaft support Junction,
the chamber circulating fan motor and the manifold pump
Smotor. Wipe up all excess oil to prevent pre-ignition
because of the presence of oil and t, prevent erroneous
combustibles readings.

3.

Make the water
bottle so that
caping through
to cause water
chamber.

4.

Vacuum clean the chamber to remove carbon particles from
the previous burning and wash and dry the glass windows
so that the specimen may be clearly viewed during the
test. The presence of carbon particles in the chamber
will result in the adsorption of gas molecules and prevent accurate gas analysis.

5.

Replace the filter
on the outlet manifold with clean
glass wool tc remove carbon and other decomposition
products from the previous test.

6.

Measure the heating coil to insure that it
inches long.

seal by adjusting the level of the water
it is high enough to prevent gas from esthe evacuation duct, yet not high enough
to overflow from the trap into the test

Make sure that its

is

1-1/2

coils are uniforý.,

Place the test strip in the specimen support and ser
that it sits squarely in the middle of the heatiLrg
coil.
(If the specimen is not exactly in the cent2,.of the coil,

realign the coil so that it

"-8-
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TEST PROCEDURE

(Cont'd)

7.

Check the spark gaps on both the spark ignitors to insure that the gaps are equal or slightly lees than
0.02 inch.

8.

Move the sparking apparatus to within i/

inch of the

plastic and see that the spark gaps are at about tne
middle of the side of the plastic they face and about
7/8 inch from the top of the plastic.
Remove the
plastic stick from the chamber.

9.

Place a piece of Fluorescein -KBr paper on the end of
the thermometer to qualitatively pick up any chlor-,•
Arnlr.g plastic.
or fluorine) that ,my be omitted by a
One fluorescein-KBr paper will serve unti2 it has to
be replaced because of a positive reaction. or until
it appears to be deteriorated).

10.

A betlstein Test on some drilltngs of an unwec!hed test
strip may be performed to determine it the plastic was
formulated wit4 chlorine.
If the te"t proves negative

HCl,
12.

chlorine and phosgene neea not be t,.stcd for.

Measure and record the equlit
rtum temperature of the
coil by the method described previously, when it is

heated by 55 amperes of current (supplied by throwing
the Manual heater switch and adjusting the variable
resistor until the ammeter reads 55 amps).
13.

Check the pump fill
time of r.he Draeger pump and the
MSA 012, HCN and N02 pumps and adjust them to fill
in
the time prescribed.
Any determination performed with

a pump that fails to fill
limits is invalid.
14.

withir. the prescribed time

Check the shelf-life expiration dates of all

be used.

Check the tubes for dipýoloration.

tubes to

Any dis-

colored tubes, or tubes whose. shelf lives have expired
should not be used.

15.

Record the atmospheric preasure of the room from a
barometer which reads in inchas of mercury. Recc, -l
the amount of water vapor In the chamber by using
The Draeger 0.1 (Ch 23t) Water Vapor Tube.

-9-
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TEST PROCEDURE
16.

(Cont'd)

Adjust all switches on the top section of the electric
console to the left; throw to the "on".position the
"main switch" and the "heater transformer" switch. Turn
both timers back to zero by pushing down on the dials
to the left of the timing indicators. Make sure the
specimen stick has been removed from the chamber and
then close the doors of the chamber and push the red
button to commence tha test. About 15 secondr -after
the red button has been pressed, the heating coil will
begin to draw current. Adjust the amperage flowing
through the coil to 55 amps. by manipulating the heater current adjust knob.

After approximately 50 se-"nds

of heating, current will automaricalty •ebslt, to flow
through the heater. The ignition týmer will read
50-55 seconds.
A 100 second watirg period will follow.
During thIs time.; the following must be done:
17.

The door to the test chamber must be opened cr= the
plastic test strip inserted within the coil.
Push the
strip aowr. as far as IAt w.:.ll g: to acsure a secure fit.
Take the plastic measuring dei••ce that ts autached to
the bottom handle of the chamber and place it so that
its inner erds just touch the cuter ends of the sides
of the plastic, test strip. Move both handles which
cDntrol the posItioning of the sparking mecl-anism as
far as they will go so that the sparking wires just
touch the outer ends of the plastic measuring device.
In thls manner the spark tgntters will have bean placed
exact.ly 1.,lS of an inrh away .fr-m the test specimen.
Thrse plaatIcs wh•..h bear molding impressions should
te set so that the unmolded sides face the spark igniters. Thnse pla,-ti0cs whj.C.•, haLve laminated sides
should be set so that the laminated sides face the
spark igntters.
Close the fhsmber door and pull down
the four iocking handles.
Ab,,lut 15 seconds before
the heater and spark igni.ters w.1il. go on, a rekf safety
signal will go on.
(If for jn-.y A-eason it is inadvis-.
able to proceed with the test, the test may be discontinued by throwing the switch marked "Switch
Position 30 seconds aftt:, IgnitJon Starts" to the
right and the "Spark Interraptior: S itch" to 4It!. " 7r'"
position. The red light must go off before it i% .,ossible to proceed with the Lcost once the two aforew Iintioied switches have been thrown. This will take
about 420 seconds).
-10-
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TEST PROCEDURE (Cont'd)
18.

Turn off the room lights.

It is easier to spot smoking,

After the
charring or a flame when the room is dark.
red safety signal has been on for about 15 seconds, the
spark ignites and the heating 'cil will automatically
The moment the heater coil goes on, the ignigo on.
side of the electric
tion timer (the timer on the left
Note how the
console) w_2I again begin to operate.
plastic behaves when it is heated -- when it begins to
Observe the plastic strip from the
char and smoke.
front window of the chamber and when the plastic ighand
switch on the upper left
nites throw the first
side of the upper porton of the electric console (the
switch marked 'Switch Position when Ignition Starts").
rans.
Ignition Is considered to -ccur when tV%, flame is
ferred from the esw.:ýp.ng gases to the ,urtc.e of the
Those momentary flashes
specimen and cnntinues there.
which occur in the gassing spate prior to the sustained
Once the switch h;s been thrown,
flame are disregarded.
(ignition time switch), the ignition timer will stop and
When ignllvii occurs,
the second timer will commence.
turn off the sparking apparatus by throwing the "Spark
Interruption Switch" to the right, and move the sparking
When the plastic begear away from the test specI.:ex,.
gins to burn note how rapidly and vl.olsntly it burns and

the height of the fisme that extends from the top of the
plastic.

19.

The ignition time .f the specfmen may be determined by
reading the ignition time dial and subtracting 50-55
Ignition
seconds (the time of the pre-heat period).
time is the time of heating after re-energizing the
coil (following the 100 second cooling period) until
ignition of the specimen occt.rF.

20.

After the second timer has registered 30 seconds, throw
the second sw'ftch to the right "the switch marked
Position 3C Seconds after Ignition Starts"'
"SwIt
thIs switch deactivates the heating coil.
Throb
Contir1 , to observe the plastic strip from the front
and right side window to determine when th% flame has
As soon as the flame goes out,
gone out completely.
switch the third bwitch to its right hand position

(the switch marked "Switch Position when Burnir.

t's").

Burning time is the time elapsed between de-enerri?!ing
the coil and the complete eAtinguishment of the t. -me.

C41 A k2
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TEST PROCEDURES (Contrd)
20.

(Continued)
The specimen is considered to be burning as &ong as
The
any flame - no matter how small - persists.
two timing meters now read, respectively: The
"Ignition TiMe" of the specimen plus 30 50-55 seconds
and the "Burning Time" of the specimen plus ?10
To determine the ignition time, subtract
seconds,
timer;
50-55 seconds from the reading on the first
to determine the burning time subtract 30 seconds
Record these
from the reading on the second timer.
values on the data sheet.

21.

Stir the test atmosphere immediately after the'fleme
witL t: vhe-mber curon the plastic is extinguish&e,
Immqolaýely teat for thd prcsence of
culating fan.
If HCl is
IMCI with the appropriate detector tuhe.
present In concentrations of over 25 popam., it should
be determined by the mercuric nitrate titration method.
Chlorine is qualitatively tested for with fluoresceinIf present, chlorine is determined quanKfr strips.
the chamber atIt is necessary to stir
titativelW.
mosphere to assure a fairly represertdTvc 3ssnLpe and
to test for the gases rapidly to mini•nize losses by
reaction with one another, the chamber walls and other
accessories.
The other gases are tested for after
hydrogen chloride, chlorf.ne and phosgene have been
tested for, in the order in which they appear on the
data sheet.

22.

Turn off the circulating fan after it has been on for
five minutes, and record the temperature within Che
chamber at this time.

23.

After all the toxic gases are tested for purge the
test chamber atmosphere with pressurIzed air (140 p.s.i.)
(Break the water seal before attempting to purge the
chamber).

24.

Remove and reweigh the bur-nt test strip after 30 minRemove
Calculate the % weight loss.
utes of purging.
the test strip with carea to prevent it from breaking so
that a true weight loss because of ignition ?%r he
made.

teating
In the event of non-ignition of the test specimen, tbe
The
current is discontinued after 4:CI-2O seconds of heatirnu.
atmosphere is stirred and the gas dettrminationu and weight
loss determination are made in the manner described above.

"2dl
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CHEMICAL AND ANALYTHCAL METHODS
The Beilstein test 6 is

performed or powdered drillings of the

p1astics to determine if

the plastic strip was formulated with

either chlorine, bromine or iodine.
Organic compounds containing fluorine do not respond to the Beilstein test because copper
The test is performed by inserting
fluoride is non-volatile.
the end .of a copper wire into the oxidizing part of a bunsen
Get some of the plastic
flame to produce a CuO coating on it.
Then place the
drillings to cling to the end of the wire.
wire into the oxidizing part of the flame for at least 10
seconds and observe the color of the flame.
The appearance
of a green or blue-green color tn the flame indicates c•"orine•

bromine or iodine may halve nee- used in the orr.rilation of the
plastic.
Certain organic nitrogen ,compounds uill also impart
a green or blue-green color to the flare.. The absence of a
green or blue-green color in the flame indicates that no
chlorine, bromine or iodine was used in the formulation of'
the plastic.
If the green or blue-green color appearr, chlorine. phosgene
the
and hydrogen chloride must be tested for wrner a8, .lzing

toxic gases emitted by the plastic strip. if no green or
blue-green color is seen in the flame as a result of the
Beilstetn test, these gases need not be tested for.

DETERMINATION OF HYDROGEN CHLORIDE
(In Amounts greater tnan
by titrating with etandard mercuric
NtItroprusside as the indicator.

7/5/

nitrate using Sodium

Stir the atmosphere create! by the burnt plastic for two minutes
and then bubble a known volume of Lhe atmosphere (about 10 litars)

The
into a sampling viaL containin& i0..12 lulof dis' Illed water.
flow rate should be about 5 1./.Lin. and can be metered by using
a suitable rotometer (anx. p.

C42 A M

9).

Hydrogen chloride is

highly

,
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CHEMICAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS

(Cont-d)

.soluble in water and will be absorbed quantitatively.
After
the sample has been flowed through add two drops of indicator solution to the vial, and titrate with standard mercuric
nitrate solution (0.1N) until a faint but permenent turbidity
appears. Run a blank with distilled water and make the necessary correction (no more than 2 drops of mercuric nitrate
should be needed for the blank).
Calculatlons for determlnatlon of jpm HCI in Atmospheve
ppm HC

m.1
HNb)2

x N("

x

5

HC C x 670o9

sample -meq
ppm HC1

M

Sair

ml Mercuric Nitrate x Normality (Mercuric Nitrate) x 24.5 x 103

ti.ters of air Vamiedi
REAGENTS
Indicator.
Dissolve "O g of sodiurr nltroprusside (Na2pe(CN)5
No. 2H2 0. £n 90 ml of water and store in a brown bottle. Di2ca.a If a green ýclor develops
Stqndard Mercuric Nitrate Solution (0.10): Dissolve 16.3 g
of mercurlc nitrate (Hg(NO 3 ) 2 .x H20) in 50 m3 of :-1 nitric
acid, then dl.Lute with water to one liter. Standardize against pure sod.um, :hlorlde or against a standard solution
of 0.1N HCl.

"Tcta'

chlurlde Ls determined by tr-::ni metbol..
Chlortne and/or
phosgene if present :•2f be deternrnel auantx tatively by using
appropriate detector tubes. A aultabte :orrectlon shoul. Lc
made when these gases are present.,n
-z&L:ulating the amount
of HO1 in the atmosphere.

C462A R2
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CHEMICAL AND ANALZTrICAZ METHODS (Contrd)
Cyanides, if present, will interfere with the total chloride
determination giving a positive error. Cyanides, however,
are seldom found in atmospheres containing chlorides.
If

wh n testing 8 plastic which

!iallowed a maximum HCl concen-

tr.Ation of 100 p.p.m , cy1nLze is

be done: Add formaldel-y'•e

to

present,

the following should

the solution to be titrat'd.

This will cause any hyd.oc~ann~c acid that Is present to react
to form glycc.onitrfle which will not Interfere.
When testing a plastic which is allowed a maximum HCI concentretion of 1003 p p.m., it is In all probabt.Iity unnecessary
to add formaldehyde as the eyanide conce,-ntration will probably
be considerably less than 100 p.pom., and c.use no appreciable
error.

TEST FOR cH--LOR,.nh QTALIIATf

/

3

L0

Fluorascein-potassium bromide paoer ts ased to qualitatively
deltect the presence of chlo-.'ne,
Fluorescein (a yellow dye)
reacts with free bromine to p-oduce red eosin (tctrebromofluorescein).
The presence of chloo'ines (or fluorine) causes
The free brcmtne reacts with
free bromine to be liberated.
the fluorescein and turns the paper red.
Reagents:
Fluorescein-potsssium bromide parer is made by
bathing strips of filter
paper in 3 very weakly alkaline
solution containing 0.1 g dye and ,.5-0.8 g K~r and dried.
Limits of detection:

0°001 Mng Ole

Chlorine can be determined quantitatively by usirng the NSA
C12 detector.
See th' discussion as to how interfering
gases affect the results. (Page #2P).
The remaining gases are. tested for by usirn

detector tubes.

The detection tubes employed are glass tubes packed with
silica gel, alumina gel or glass impregnated with reagent
chemicals which givi a characteristic color reaction with
a specific gas.
The detector tubes are nermetiL.lly sealed
at both ends. When a gas is to be analyzed for, the ends

C A-
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CHEMICAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS (Cont'd)
of the detector tube for this gas are broken off and the tube
is inserted into the pump it was designed to be used with.
A known volume of the gas to be analyzed is drawn througn
the tube by the pump.
The detecting reagent in the tube reacts with the gas it is designed to detect and changes color.
The length of color change in the tube is proportional to
the concentration of the gas being analyzed.
The concentration of a given gas can be determined by making reference to
calibration charts supplied for this purpose.
For a detailed discussion of this topic see references j2/ and io/..
The following indicates how each gas is
Chlorine

to be tested fo-,

Qualitatively by a Fluorea-ein-Potasalum
Bromide test strip.
The strip should be
hung from the end of the dial thermometer or other suitable support inside the
chamber.
If the strip turrs from yellow
to pink or red chlorine is present.
Quantitatively by tŽ! MSA Chlorine-in-air
Detector: Part No, tt>&4QC/tubes Cat.

#DY-.82399.
Hydrogen Chloride

Use Draeger Detector tubes Hydrochloric
Acid 2/a Cat. No, Ch 295 and 10 strokes
Draeger pump.
Tf reading obtained is in
excess of 25 ppm, hydrogen chloride must
be determined wet by the method on p. #13.
(See apx. pp. 9, 20-2•, 31.)

Phosgene

Draeger Phosgene 0,25b Detector Tube Cat.
5 strokes of the Draeger
No. CH 283.
pump. (apx. pp. 20-22, 32).

Aldehydes as
Formaldehyde

Draeger Formaldehyde 0.002 detector tube
Cat. Yo. Ch 264 and Dreeger pump.
Break
the inner vial of the Drae-.ir Formaldehyde detector tube.
Take 5 pump strokes,
The answer obtained is in mg/I , 10-3 of
fcrmaldebyde.
Convert this ane:':-.r tco ;pm
by multiplying by 815. (apx. pp. 2:,-22,

33-34).

-.16-
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CHICCAL AND ANALYTI:'AL METMOD5

C-¢rt l±.

Ajmi.on-"a

V-4agawv Anmmcra dete.:tor t,,,- Cat. #105-b
ar;d I' tlgeva Fqp. Use i stroke of the
(apx, PP. 25-27, 35. 3Ef.
ptmtI.

Carbon Monoxide

Draeger Carbvn monoxide detertor tube
marked 4/a Carbon Nonixide Cat. Mc. Ch 256.
"10 Draeger pwp st.-ckee (apx. pp. 20-22,
TPubes
1T- Monox'ide TVidator
-..njun*;tlon Wtth 1-aharask.
I-3n33.
Wnno'rtýr -- ý'rbon N~r,:sxtda Ttnl..at~or
ipx. pp. 38-49.,.
NcdPl '!D.
ths . -. e -f tho
t.
Report s:'awer
Draejvr ar.d riaehar&ch eaI'ng.s.
,
?

Carbon Dioxide

Oxides of Nitrogen
as N09

Cyanides as HCN

Kitag wa -a'!,cn dioxide 1ete',tor tube Cat.
epx. pp.
Nc,. ltfb aran V.tegawe, purp.
2-21., 43).
MA

.Af.

Pump

DF-t)-•-7 rind NSA
W•A sapnplnl.g tubes "7m.
~vd•>.,.•? *:-'d gas dete-v- Part Ne.
7!ýUK. Thrjý- squeezes cft"-. lzt-•ie,.'t~or

Combustibles as
Vat.ural Gas

Oxyger,

t-,,er-Y'. e-

n.7..r .t..-3
- '.. .-

M3&. f

o et t

t

of Aete.

M•.dl M- - rol ,A .-

".F't -+-¢:ye
pp,

Ar..di¢.cv",
Npx,

nst•lc.'-•.s rftl•grZ the u'+
The manufacturer's I".
.c
t-erials should be striztiy adt.c-.
The additlonal points wh,.t f-)]lcw shold tl
introducL.ng avcwtdable r-cra

{",-e •+.
_.-3.,

!f: rheae! wl-

r'.ti: In r.

vent

CU A Ui
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CHEMICAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS

(Contdd)

The length of discoloration depends to a great extent upon the
rate at which gas is flowed through the detector. The rate of
flow through the pump differs for the different detector tubes.
Vhe pumps must be checked frequently to assure that they are
operating with the flow rates that they were calibrated for as
specified in the tanufacturer's literature.
In using the Draeger Pump be sure that the bellows are depressed completely before beginning an intake stroke. Let
the pump expand itself and do not attempt to speed up the
process.
Should a tube become completely dtsc:lord
Sre the r'quired number of strokes are. taker the followv;ý procedure
biuld bt followed; Take as many atrok,6 as can be taken
without discoloring the entire reactive layer. Multiply by
the proper factor to determine the concentration of the gas,
e.g. if the Draeger Carbon Monixide tube reads 180 after two
strokes of the Draeger pump, additional strokes should not
be made.
2/10 X - 180 so that the nocrentration of carbon
monoxide In ppm is 900. The shelf lives r t the letzector
tubes vary---the expiration dates bei'.ng stpinped on each
box of tubes. No tubes should be used after thFelr explration date, nor should any tube be 'Aet whiz.h Is dlscolored
before it is opened.
-

Detector tub-es may sometimes channel: only one part of a
reactive layer becomee dls.,;CIored - etther the front of the
layer or the back of the layer, but nnt the entire ctscumference of the layer besomes dlooicred.
If the channeling
is severe - makes a signifl.ant ditference in the reading
obtained, the determination should be performed again using
a new tube zn an. attempt to avild Thannelirg. Should ehanneling persist: the value f--r the gas -Vetermined should be
reported as the average of the htgh. and Ic~w readwlngs except
where the manufacturer's 1.structiors ar, otherwlse.
Substitution of Detectc-r Tubes
In the future other tubes or methods of analysis wil. bv
developed which are as accurate or more aocurate than r'.ose
tubes presently used., and may be substituted.
These r.&:
tubes should not be used if the other gases w:cith meý b•
present in the toxioity atmospheres w.'- Irnterl¶Are with the
readings obtained. The suitability of a given tube for these
gas determinations

may be determined by formal reports,

pirical trials, or the manufacturer's data.
-18..
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UNITED STATES TESTING COMPANY, INC.

ACCURACY OF THE ANALYTICAL METHODS

Chlorine (Qualitative Test for)§/ - The KBr - fluorescein test
strip is specific for chlorine.
Only fluorine will interfere.
Chlorine (Quantitative)1-/
- The M.S.A. Chlorine-in-Air detector is accurate to + 15-20% of the scale rea&,tg.
Interfering gases - If a concentration of 10 ppm nitrogen dioxide
is introduced to these tubes the results will yield an 8-15
ppm reading on the tube. The stain, however ±r yellow ather
than the blue of normal Whloxine indication. !7 a mixt-re of
5 pdm nitrogen dioxide and 2 1/2 ppm chlorine I! introduced

the length of stain reading corresponds to 6 ppf,, but the
stain is still yellow. Thus it appears that If the nitrogen
dioxide concentration is in excess of the chloriue concentration there will be a tendency of the former to oieach the
blue stain to a yellow, but since this definite indication
occurs, it should cause no problem. Metnart-, cv-rb(i dioxide,
carbon monoxide, and aldehydes will have no oefect on these
tubes. Hydrogen chloride and phongene, in general, will
have no effect up to their threshold limit values.
Known Test
Concentration

Chlorinela/

Tube reading,

I

Trace

2

5

Dpm

0.5

Less than 2

The MSA tube for chlorine was tested and gave the following
results: A trace of 1 ppm, 0.5 ppm at 2 ppm, and 2 ppm A.t

5 ppm.
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Hydrochloric Acid

Hydrochloric Acid (Hg(N03)2) Titration
The accuracy of this determination is limited by the accuracy
The flowmeter employed in this
of the gas flowmeter employed.
(More accurate flowmeters
determination Is accurate to + 20".
are obtainable should greater accuracy be desired).
Draezer 2/a Hydrochloric Acid Detector Tube

(D-aeger Information Sheet No. 39 - June 1960),-/
Proper..s of the 2/a

)U. Detector Tube

The (violet) discolorations of the indicat'tn; layer caused by
hydrochloric acid only last for a limited time; they tend to
It is necessary therefore to note the readinge directpale.
ly after the test. The 2/a HC1 Detector Tubes have a storage
life
of at least two years.
Range of Indication

-

About 2 to 30 p.p.m.

The inaication of the 2/a 1C1

Detector Tube is

based on a

reaction of the hydrochloric acid with an organic metal com-

plex.

The reaction is

determined therefore not by the acid

function but by a complex reaction of the anion.
that the HC1 inndication is rather specific.

This means

HCl analysis can be upset by nitrous gases and chlorine if

They produce a discoloration of
they are present in excess.
Hydrogen sulfide can also offer intorthe indicating layer.
Hydrogen
It disoolours the indicating layer blue.
ference;
fluoride, offers no interference.

Iffects of the Ambient Humid' ty and Temperature
on the Measurement
In calibrating this detector tute, we encountered the difficulty of allowing for the effects of the moisture in the

"test gas. As the relative humidity in the air increased,
we had to allow for a part of the hydrochlo-i~c; acid %apour

Mists of this type cannot be accuratecondensing as a mist.
ly measured with a detector tube but can be allowed for dur-

-23-
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Hydrqchloric Acid
ing calibration. We first determined, therefore,
the calibration curve for a teat gas of 50% r.h. at 200 C. The HCI
concentration of the teat gas was determined by the Vollhardt
method in a flow-metering arrangement.
This gave us the total
of HCI vapour plus MCI mist. The calibrated scale which we
have printed on the detector tube allows for these test conditiona. Subsequently, at a given HC1 concentration, we investipted the divergencies from the scale value at a lower
and higher relative humidity of the test gas. We found that
in drier air of about 30$ r.h. (20 0 C),the scale reading was
10 to 20% too high.
At the bottom end of the scale, the divermence from the scale value is at its maximum ( 25%6.
-, ",,•-idttv was higher (70% r.h. at 20 C),
-.
..
..
naite. The

-t --

...

.

. .

.

.

.

of their interference is oe0VLý.
Influence of X02 and Chlorine on the HCl indication
Predeterained
HC1 concentration

S.•.m.1•
7

T

Predetermined
M02 concentration
.D.M.

3

5

15

10

EP.M.,

Remarks

7

approx. 4

5.5

15
15

HC1 actually
found

Zone of discoloration
rather pale;
evaluasi nn
difficult.

12.5
10

T

approx. 8

Evaluation

As long as the NO2 concentrations are substantially sniwaer
then MCI concentrations, the MCI analysis In not affect,:1.
On the other hand, if the "
concentrations Are of eb-'.-t the
sam mgnitude as the HCI concentrations, then -to litt',e HCI
is indicated.
With an excess of N02 there my be even be no indication of HCI whatsoever.
Chlorine upsets the detector tub* reading in a similar way.
-24-
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Phosgene
Draeger 0.25/b Phoseene Detector Tube
ay 1960)14
it;
Traeger Information Sheet No '-R

Properties of the 0.25A%Phosgene Detector Tube

General
The calibrated scale (in p.p.m.) printed on the detector
tube is valid for an air sample of 1/2 21tre, corre-pond-

ing to 5 strokes of the bellows p~mp.

he 0.25/b knosgene

Detector Tubes may be stored 2or at least 1.io years.
So long
as both the tube and the gas sample are within a temperature
range of 5 and 350C, the ambient temperature has no effect on
the readings.

Z

Range of Indication
As the illustration shows, the rang,, cf measuremert under the
test cond1tions indicated (5 strokes r 1/2 litre
of a5r sample)
is
from about 0.225 to 35 p.p.m.
The length of the bluish-green
diacoloured
zone is the measurement of phosgene concentration.
The range of measurement may be increased upwaris by the factor
5 (to approximately 75 p.p.rn.) when the gas sample is drawn
tnrough the tube with only one stroke cf the pump.
Then, logi-

MM

cally, the scale values must be multip'ed by 5.

Specifiity
The indication of the 0.25/b Phosgene Detector Tube is based
on the colour reaction of the phosgene w..th aromatic amino
alde-hydes.
The indication reaction ia specifin for pnosgene.
By virtue of the pre-cleanstng l&yer incorporated in the 0.25/b

Phosgene Detector Tube, all disturbing fact:"-s whifh might

affect the quantitative aspect of the test result are eliminated.
The possible adver,3e effect of water vapour in instances of ver-Y

high relative humidity is also excluded. The pr.'-c-r
reading
with the 0.25/b Phosgene Detector Tube is not An s y influenced
by simultaneously present armonia.

W A.25-
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Phosgene
The Measurement of Phosgeoe in the Presence of

Humid Air
These tests were carried out at roow temperature and with a
relastive humidity between 25 and 95%.
The predetermined
phosgene oonoentrations were between 5 and 15 p.p.m.
The
humidity in the air was measured with the 0.1 Water Vapour
Detector Tube (abmolute values between 5 and 18 mg HRa/litre).
The phosgene concentrations were determ-ined immediately
(i.e. within 5 minutes) after the gas mixture had been prepared.
Result of our Snveutipations: at .io -•e was the divergence
from the pre-determined phosgene concentration greater than
/10%.
It may therefore be .oncludd, that atmosphur±-z huml-ity (at least up to a relative humidity of 95%) has no
effect on the result of the test. Wt'ore the relative humidity is even greater, I.e. close to s.:*,.•r;tion point, small
concentrations of gas cannot any ýonger be clearly provided,
so we decided not to continete
teat:? beyond the stage reported.
The Measurement of Phosgene in te

Presence of HCI

Upon -epetition of the experiments desaribed in .onformation
Sheet No. 32. in Table 2, we found -,hat the phosgene was indicated by t'be 0.2.5 Tabe even where there wasr a hiah excess
of hydrocnl.ori acId. Under extreme conditione of concentrations (about 1: 150). there may elways te a siight plus-error.
For example, where the concentratioin of phoagene was 2.5 p.p.m.
and that of nydrochlorlL acid 350 r.p.m.3 the phcagene reading

was 3 p.p.m.

The Neasurement of Phoagene in the Presence of
Chlor:tne and Nitrous 0se
..
C0~orine and nitrous gases alone discolour the Indicating layer
in orange-tinged zones.
Tkere is no possib.lty of confot'nn
with the bluish-green disco.ouration prod,.%ec ',y phcsrne.
FArthermote, this discooouration only
s•ere
clurs there is a relatively high chlorine or nitrous gas cancent's ion.

,o2W-
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Phosgene
If

phosgene is

measured in the presence of chlorine or nitrous

gases, the result is not affected by these gases even if they
are present to great excess. With a high excess of nitrous
gas,

the most that may be expected is
tinge produced by the phosgene.

a paling of the green

The Measurement of Phosgene in the Presence of

Ammonia

Table I
The measurement of Phosgene in

the presence of Ammonia.

concentrations were made up in a 50 litre glass bottle.

The

The

tiests were made at room temperature with 5 mg/litre atmospheric tooisture.
The values were ascertained in
ýoh case
5 minutes after the Sas mixture hid been prepared.

Pre-

Pre-

determined

Phosgene readings

determined

NH3

0.25,/b Phosgene

Phosgene

100 p.p.m.
500 p.p.m.

Detector Tube

12.5 p.p.m.
12.5 pop~m.

12

D.p.m.

A;,.p.3.

Table 2
Showing the gradual decomposition of the Phosgene in the presence oO Humidity and Ammonia respectively.

The gas concen-

trations were prepared in a 50 litre glass bottle.

were made at room temperature.

The tests

Pre-determined

Phosgene:
An-"'.9:

Water Vapour:
Time
(hours)
0

1/2

1

12.5 p.p.m.
-

12.5 p.p.m.
100 p.p.m.

p.p.m.

7000 p.p.m.

20000

32

20000 p.p.m.

Phosgene found as a % of the pre-determined
concentration
100

100

9490
r8

r8

27.-

C1

12.5 p.p.m.
100 p.p.m.

1on

&2

f
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Formal deh'vde

Draeger Formallehyde D-tet.or T~be C.9C2'
D.raeger Informator. Fee' N:. 9 - September 1957)--

Char -teristic Feattree cf the Prmallehyde

Dete:tor' Tte. C.002

Thiv~ Detestor Tbe L',
a mea r2.ir
range. cf abc.it 0.0Cz mg
to 0.05 mg of fcrmaiiiehyde per l.tre of air. Th.•is :orresponds tc about 2 to 40 p.p.m. T-." t is' *-'.z-d
on-e
actlorn cf fcrmalidehyde x:.tý an '=..t.i
ýy'
_n *he
•en,::f
acid. The "-ift•
asulphur.,
o c f orma.dehyde
Is pr~c~ioally Bpe.:IffV.
By the n'rcel
of the Dete::yzor Ture It nias been
ofmpcsltlor
rendere -'.aable cf pra-tIcc.W
rn"-imlted st.,•raer,-,ý
•
take a
measureMnta sty.kes of thte beliows pump of - GaB Detector
are
of 1vtheI; for!ial&rhyd,
'.r t•he
the 9,.ale
air
beingmade.
te,•t.Pý!Thele concentrat:.on
road .-'f :ii rc-.t
,z-or
V~~..::

printed on the

u..
KJ.c.wr

r:'sx

Draý,g-'r

Formal deý,vd..!.,

The Draegter u
than~ the k.rcwr,
..:lcr varlt#. f'm'
cen&rat'.or..

2E6

gaev
M,w
in 2

:

At 20 ppm the tuAbe indlaitd f

rt-.

Trea,,S

,

1•-prtdr..

'..n. the con-r

ppr. w::
,l:rI
f:rs9.epr..:.ti
a• :.way remain-

lo .

At 2 ppm a slight charge J.ir t..e react..but not e'cr..gh to te cc...
.
deqa.

CC AM5

r,,adirng

readl..gs w2.,.
are 8lig:tiy lower
acc~trz
r.1
was
~' -he

At -, ppr t.- tube ..ndca,.ed frc-i- a
irg a
.h,, rid.
. •r.r
w
ed the same at 5 ppm .....
cr s.
definite red sts.•.n,

T -a

18 ppni av

•.

layer was bo•,va-ed
for .a-.
p'w.
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Ammonia

Known Test
Coneentration
Aiaoniala/

50
100
200
400

Kttagawa
Tube
105B
105B
1053
105B

Tube reading
r.p.P .
50
100
200
400

Temperature ccrrections: No temper&tare corrections are
necesuary when the gases measured are between 103C - 320C.
Interfering gases: The only listed tnterfering gases e?-R
amines and amine deriva*tves.
(Reference' - Kitagawa >-1struction Sheet)
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Carbon Monoxide
Draeger Carbon Monoxide Detector Tube 5/a
(Draeger Information Sheet No. 45 - November 19 60 )14M
In addition to the new 10/a CO Detector Tube described in
No. 42 in the seeles "Information on the Draeger Gas Detector",
other detector tubes have been developed during the course
of time for measuring CO.
They differ from one another only
in their ranges of measurement, each range being adapted to
suit the particular application.
At the outset, we would mention that the same principle of
reaction - the iodine pentoxide reection vseS for .L1
the detector tubes mentiLred in this review.
ALcso, the dez-gn of the various types is similar: In front of the white
indicating layer on which the calibrated scale Is printed is
an orange-coloured pre-cleansing layer. The purpose of this
is to absorb selectively any disturbing substanues which
might be contained in the gas being tested - particularly
hydrocarbons - so that the carbon monoxide indication will
be specific. As it performs !.ts function, th.e prt.-rcleansing
layer will c.hange from crange to green.
No. 42 in the series "Znformatlon on the
gave full Informat.or. on all. the general
10/a DO Detector Tube. This nfnormatlor
to all the other types) and therefore to

Draeger Gas Detector"
properties of the
applies appropriately
the 5/a tube).

Excerpts from the Draeger Znformatlcn Sheet No. 42
September 19601hv"
Effect of the Ambient Conditicns upon the Result
Moisture in the test air doea not affeot the result. It is
absorbed quantitattUely in the pre-cl.ea'.snrg la,.er in tbe
tube.
This causes the colour of the pre-cleansing layer to
change from orange to red. It remains, however, nonetheless
effective. The ambient temperature aoes not affect t"result so long as both the gas sample
and the tube are -_thir
the temperature range of 0 and 9O0 C.
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Carbon Monoxide

Specificity
Virtually the only interfering substances are the saturated
and unsaturated hydrocarL'ns.
Th.l.3 table gives the Toncentrations of hydrocarbons which, in
the 10/a CO Detector T?,,be, simulate a CO concentration of 10
pp= (=o.00]-'oi.).
Simulated quantity of O0
in the

Concentration
'Test gas

W
Vl.

ppM.

10/a CO Detector T,,he

Propane
Butane
Pentane

C,. i
0.1
0.03

IC1O
1000
300

-0
i0
10

Hexane
Heptane
Ethylene

0.04

400
250
500

10
10
i0

300

i1

Benzcl
it
CO
al
is

0.025
0.35

(o.C3

can be senr_ from t hls tabl= t4ha. the reading of the 10/a
An additionDetector Tube Is adequately spei'tfic for CO.
r
e,'a&uatior !.3 t'At the tester's attention
safe t y .a.:r
Immediately draw- t:. th- poss'.tle presence of interference

srbstanoes by the

1:an,:c.orat.cn o!' the pre-cleansing layer.

As long as the pre---an5r'rg layer is not completely diecoloured (the c:1c,.•n aires frrm orarl4e to green), the inWith
1.p procf cf t'e py-sen',- !%f carbon monoxide.
dicattis
ea±'.ng :.s nc-. affected by hydrogen.
t-,
the type 10/'& !ber

Accuracy
The lergth of the sharp].N

eat..4 green zones of discolora-

.- cn produced by CX s-aw the cnces•t1r.
With the 10/a CO Detector TlLe,

with a test concentration of

100 ppm CO (in other words the MAC value), we f'ound s e l-.rd

deviation of + 7 ppm. This means, therefore, that tne .,z'or
in a single tCst, in the reglxn nf the MAC value, will, with
about + 15 ý_%m
be less tn
a statistical certainty of 9"%
Sinc,•, the pwr errorr (. 5%)
(twice the atandard dhviatior.).

s-A
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Carbon Monoxide
might, in the most unfavorable case, be added to this, then
with the same statistical certainty, a relative maximum
error of + 20% is possible in the isolated cases.

Bacharach Carbon Monoxide Indicator Tube 10/
Length-of-stain tube, color change from yellow to dark
brown, very easy to see.
Good response at 2.5, 25 and 230
ppm. No interference with 200 ppm 0H4 or 7 ppm NO2.
A dark brown stain is foý-meO 1n a yellow in,.±ra,,zr gel.
tA,-r the Interface, the intensity of the brown color is
much less than that of the major portion of the stain.
Kushetz1wQ remarks further that a greater uniformity between observers' interpretation was achieved by zýwrlting
the manufacturer's directions for making the reading by
suggesting to the readers that the tubeda D. res-d b17 transml.tted light rather than by reflected light. Where the
gel
and packing were such that light iould be transmitted
it was
found that the end-point became easier to see when
the light was plac:ed behind the tube. Refleztion and
glare from the outer surface of the tube were minimized in
this way.

Since this method g'ves the same end-point as the manufac-

turer's method with greater ease, it should be employed if
difficulty in fixing tht erd-potrt is experienced.

The manufacturer indicates temperaTr-u:e 2orrections are unnecessary for gas measuremerts performed between -560C and
5100.
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5

An evaluation of Kitagawa Detector Tubes Carbon Dioxide
Low Range - 500 to 8.,000 ppm follows:
Date of' Evaluation:
Date of Report:
Conducted by:
A.

-

December 7, 9, 1960
December 19, 1960
William A. Burgess

Description of Detectýor Tube
1,. Two boxes of' twenty tubes each of Kitagawa Carbon
Dioxide .. Lowi Range Detectwor Tubes (Cnts'og No. 12r b)
were submitted for Pva&luation.
An im
t
u:;tmn sheet
and a calibration curve were submitted wir, each box
of hubes.
2. The detection method for low range C02 1. apparently
tht same method in use for the high range-CO2-ctector
tube.
The ]ength of discoloratton of a b uis-h purple
reactive chemical is lirectly proportional to the air
Iconcentratiun of carbon dioxide.

B.

Calibrat lon
Known concentratlons of C02 in air for use in evaluatthe ateuracy of the detector tube were generated by a
statl.: technique.
1.

a.fng

2. The C0 gas used Ir,ths
study was Coloniil Carbon
Dioxide distributed by New England Gas Produces.
C.

Results
1.
The result: of this evaluation atudy, prescnted in
Table 1L,indi':ate that the detector tubes supplied for
this study a.curately predict the concentration of uu2
in air up to a maximum concentration of 3000 ppm.
2.

Above 3000 ppm the tubes read low by as much as 25%.

3. The variation in predicted concentratin amci;>;
number of tubes at one standard test concentratior, .,s
also substantial above 3000 ppm a8 shown in Tests "
through 28.

-- 42 A
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Carbon Dioxide
Table 1
Test Results
Kitagawa Low-Range 002 Detector
Standard'Test
Concentration

Test
No.
1A

Test Concentration
ppm

Concentration from
Kitagawa, ppm

A

300

400

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lc;

B
B
C
C
D
D
3
3
3

500
500
1000
1000
2000
2000
2000
3000
3000

600
550
1000
1000
2000
2000
-400
2900
2800

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

F
F
F
a
0
0
H
H
H

3000
2800
3000
3500
3500
3500

H

3000
3000
3000
3910
3910
3910
4940
4940
4940
4940
494o

I
1
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
L
L

5920
5920
5920
6900
6900
7880
7800
7890
7890
7890
7850

5000
4400
4300
6000
5700
.7000U~w
68oo

2-H
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
:4
15
16
17

Carbon Dioxide 13

4500
5000
Z000
3500
3 00

z
6300

Known Test

Kitagawa

Conoentration

Tube No.

2,500
5,000
10,000
500

126A-B
126A-s
126A..B
126B

T'.)e reading
-Pon

•,500
,,000
10,600
500

The Kitagaws tube read according to the manufacturer's calibra-

tion. at 2,500 ppm, 5,000 ppm and 10,000 ppm.

U41A,
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Carbon Dioxide
D.

Discussion
1.
The stain presented by the detector tubes after exposure was quite easy to read.
As the test concentrations was increased the pink staln became lighter in
color presenting a marked difference between the stain
and unreacted purple chemical.
2.
The sketch of an exposed tube presented on the instruction does not accurately show the position of
cotton plug, end packing, and reactive chemical.
This
deficiency, coupled with the description of the metnod
for using the concentration chart, could confuse a
person using the equipment for the fire
t'r'.
(Note:
This failing has since been corrected).
Temperature Corrections:
No temperature corrections are
necessary when the gasses measured are betwoe, OOC .- 490C.
Interfering gases:
Other acid gases can interfere with
accurate measurements, but only at air concentrations
many times their respective MACs,
(Reference

-

Kitagawa Instruction Sheet)
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Nitrogen Dioxide
The MSA Nitrogen Dioxide-In-Air detector
L 15-20% of the scale reading.

12

is

accurate to

Interfering gases - When 5 ppm of chlorine are introduced
into a tu':e, there is no effect noticeable. A mixture of
5 ppm of NO- and 1 ppm of chlorine give an indication of
5 ppm. A mfxture of 5 ppm nitrogen dioxide and 2-1/2 ppm
chlorine indicates 4 ppm. This indicates that as the
chlorine concentration increases above thp threshoPd l1-.it
value, there is a tendercy to reduce a niLt .eer dioxide
indication.
Methane, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, aldehydes and
hydrogen cyanide will have no effect on these tubes.
Hydrogen

chloride and phosgene, in general, will have no efftct up to
their threshold limit values.
Known Test
Concentration

Nitrogen Dioxide13
110

A '-' A
Tube Reading

1
5

1
4
10

The MSA tube for nitrogen dioxide gave results of from 3 to
5 ppm (avg. 4 ppm. At 10 ppm (2 MAC) the stain read 9 to
12 ppm.
The color change using this tube was blue at the inlet end of
the tube and a brown at the end of the stain.
was used in reading the concentration.
This was by far the best tube for NO2 tested.
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Hydrogen Cyanide,

Combustiblea and

CDygen

Hydrogen Cyanide
The MSA Hydrocyantc gas detector 1 2 is
of the scale reading.

accurate to

/ 15-20%

Interfering gases - When these tubes are subjected to a
mixture of from 0-50 ppm ammonia mixed with 10 ppm hydrogen
cyanide, there is no effect indicated on the indication o"
10 ppm hydrogen cyanide.
A varying mixture of from 0-10
ppm chlorine and 0-10 ppm hydrogen cyanide, there Is no
effect on the accurate Indication of hyd-oen cyanide
Methane, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, aldqhydes and
the oxides of nitrogen, will have no effect on these tubes.
Hydrogen chloride and phosgene, in general, will have no
effect up to their threshold limit values.

Combustibles as Natural Gas
This determilation is accurate to / 10 per cent of the scale
reading.
(Reference - instruction manual).

This determination is accurate to ; 1/2% 02.
instruction manual).

(Reference

-

It should be noted that If the concentration of a given gas
Is greater than the upper calibration limit of its detector
tube, the accuracy of the detemiriation will be reduced.
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"PROCEDURE FOR

DETERMINATION OP

"FLASH-- GN ITION" TEMPERATURES'

"Flash-ignition" temperatpzes are determined by the method of

Gale, Stewart, and Alfers .

The equilibrium termperature of

tho heating coil is determined and recorded.
The conventional
1/2x1/2 x 5-inch specimen is heated in the coil of the flam-

mability test apparatus (with spark igniters opbrating) until
ignition occurs. During this determination the door of the '

teat chamber is shut tight.
A 28 gauge chromel-alumel thermocouple Junction is firmly affixed in a notch that has been
cut in the plastic so that the junction is flush with the
edge of the specimen.
The same or similar type thermocouple
that is used to measure the equilibrium temperature of the
coil may be used for this purpo3e.
The ncotch should be made
on the far edge of the plastic (the edge,
-1 Is
in back of
the edge fac:.ng the front window of the chamber.)
The notch
should be made 2-1/2 inches from the upper en,' of the plastic
strip and extend across the entire face of the V.Iastic.
A
notch slightly larger than 1 sun wide x 1 mm deep ai,
-A thermocouple that will fit
snugly In a notch of this pie
has
proved satisfactory.
When the thermodouple is properly
positioned it will remain in the notch ore place there,
and be located at about the middle of the ne?.t23 1 g zoil.
A
set of thermocouple leads, leave the chamber through a small

hole at the top drilled for this purpose.
In

the ce.se of those plantics that have 2 laminated sides,

the lc-minated sides sheul, face the spark lgnitersa
plastic saould be notched on one of its

and the

remaining faces.

'The

rise in temperature of the plastic as it is heated is tracked
wt.th a suitable (C-30 or greater mv) potentiometer. The last
temperature recorded before ignition occurs is reported as the
rilashignition temperature of that plastic.. The time of heating with the 55-.ampere current until ignition occurs may also
be recorded.
The usual 50 second preheating and 100 second

cooling periods are omitted. The determination is conducted
by throwing the maln switch, the heater transformer switch,
the manual heater swltcb and the manuaý spark switch to
their "on"

positions.
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PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINTAkION OP
"SELF. IGNITION" TEMPERATJRES_

"Self-igintion" temperatures are detem4. d by a modifOcation
of the method of Scott, Jones and S,_tt.i/
in which powdered
pieces or the material are dropped in'to a stalriless steel
cup surrounded by a stainless steel core which sits in a
high temperature furnace. (ap... pp. 10, 11). The stainless
steel core prcvents s.dder changes or temperature within the
cup from occurring.
The stainless atee! core is hollow for
2.-1/4 inches to permit the entrance of the cur..
At the
bottom of the hollow sits a chromel.a..Lumel themon.ouple
Junction.

Small amounts of the powdered p.ia.atc tu bi -"ied are
sprinkled into the orifice o.' tne cup. The pr@crr amount

oi powdercd plastic to be used can be decided upon after
the operator has gained some experience with tnh apparatus.
The amount should be duL~ficient for sparking tý bp seen
should it occur., thucqb not so much as to cover the bottom
of the cup with any ,iore than a thin film. A few seconds
after the powder,
lrtrodaced and smoke begi.r:; to come
through the oriftee of th, ..
compre,.eA .L:
dcii' '10 p.s.l.
pressure Is bl:aw. straright down J.nco the mo°,h'of the cup
while the bottom of the cup .1. watched to see 'If 3parKing
will occur.. The oottom of' the ci wI:Ll re3emble the glowing
end of % cigarette wher sparking ocý;uri..
The compressed air
is blown in fcr at least 30 aec:onds to -ete-,min÷ it sparking
occurs at a given temperature.
After several such determina-,

tion3 have been performed the cup should be removed with tongs
andi inverted t, remove the charred powder.
The cup should be
a]lowed to reach eqi.,1.I.bri'.w. before another determinatior: is
actempted.
! ra.nAte ;trOuid be 5ufftc•ent.. The seif.>..nltion
temperature is the Lowet tmrt*-ratune at wh.i.cn the powdered
form of the mater1&.., wiEI Ig-llte.
It

seems that the best p].ar of arttack is to subject the r,'.aitics
first to high temperatirea 'pre.e
thiey oil_: lgn.Ite. and tV.:_ inw,.
er the temperatore arJ see bow 'ow yo'. car go befolre the olaatic
stops igniting.
The operator would be well a.',.ised to wear ear-plugs during
this determination, as the pressurJ.zel air' running int-o ,ne
tiny cup makes quite a racket.
Care muzt be exercisz •.directing the preasurized air strai.ght down into the cu,,.
If the air is applied at an angle it may c.•.e the cup
j
Jump up and out of the core.

LA A 13.
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MAINTENANCE AND CARE Or EQUI.PMENT

To insure consistent and accurate results all the analytical
equipment should be checked before each series of determina-

All the apparatus should be functioning properly betions.
fore a gas dete'i"iination is attempted.

rate of flow through the detector
The sample volume and its
tube should be checked to conform to the manufacturer!s
To adjust the MSA pumps3, the black rubber
specification.
band (in which the bottom part of the detector tube is
usually placed) must be removed to adjust the flow control

valve.
7-he Kitegawa pump needs to be taKen apart periwdically to
be cleaned and relubricated.
The batteries and the calcium carbonate of the vapotester
The vapotester :-hiuld be
frequently need to be replaced.

recalibrated when needed, using the Uatural Uas Tesb Kit
(Code 11-435) provided for this purpose.

The oxygen indicator electrolyte sho,2.1 b• replaced after

it may ne necessary to replaze the
two months of use.
carbon electrode and clean che zlnc e:lectrode when the
The dry cells need to be replaced
electrolyte is changed.
periodically.
The highly reactive gases evoived from the burning and decomposing synthetics make frequent lubrication of all mov-• ng parts a necep.ilty.

The chamber circul.ating fan wi. . be-rms fouled by soot if
it is not contlZnualy cleared and aubri ::atet.,

u42 A 32
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II
REGARDING THE MEASUREMENT OF THE
TEMPERATURE OF THE HEATING COIL
The temperature of the coil has been and is presently being
measured by placing the thermoJunction of a 28 gauge chromel-

alumel thermocouple on the inner face of the middle turn of
This is in effect, placing the thermothe heating element.
Because the thermojunction within an A.C. induction field.
within an induction field, an indeterminate
junction sits
This
error is incurred when measuring the coil temperature.
error may be as great as 100 Cenzigrade degrees.. However,
the error should be constant so that .ubsequent determinations performed in the same fashion should agree.
The door of the chamber must remain open wneis the temperature
This subjects the coil to any drafts
reading is being made.
present in the room and causes temperature reading veriations
of up to 20 or more Centigrade degrees.
The 28 gauge thermocouple wire is not of sufficient diameter
to stand the temperature of the coil. and the tension placed
on it for more than a few coil te-rpratuie et:rnanations.
After a few determinations tne tn.ermooupie wires usually
For thio reason'It seems desirable
and srap.
become brittle

to investigate substitute coil temperature measurement methods.
There is

no way at present to accurately measure the tempera-

The use of a bi-file

ture within an A.C. induction coil.

would element has been suggested to reduce the effects of
It has also beensuggested that the
the induction coil.
temperature of the outer portion. of the coil be determined
instead, so that the error caused by induction can be avoid-

ed, and so that the chamber door, nar. be. closed to prevent
the variation in temperature readingt due to room drafts.
This determination would be pernfonied by using a thermocouple encased in an alumina protection tube of such diameter
that the edge.of the tube ean be plnaced between two of wiu
coils of the beating wire and will remhin there unaided.
"The door of the chamber can then. be closed whj'e the tem-

The potentiometer leads can

perature reading is

taken.

exit from a hole in

the top of the chamber.

It has also been suggested that if the coil temperaturt. determinations continue to be perrormed in the same wxnn•r
that they are now being performed, it may be best to :'.bstitute a 24 gauge platinum-rhodium thermocouple, with
compensating lead wires for the chro.,.a-alumeL, thermoonuple.

-

V2

-
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REGARDING THE MEASUREMENT OF THE
T1IPERATURE OF THE HEATING COIL

Platinum-Rhodium is

(Cont'd)

less brittle than chromel-alumel, and the

slightly wider wires should last long~r under the heat they

will be subjected to.
It is probably not advisable to substitute lower gauge (20-18)
chromel-alumel wires, as they will act a8 heat sinks, giving
inaccurate coil temperature measurements.
It seems desirable to modify the method o" zoil temperdture
measurement.
The above consider.tions should ne taken into

too ount.
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PLASTIC BURNING IN TEST C[AMBER
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DIMENSIONS OF CORE AND CUP OF SELF-IGNITION
TEMPERATURE DETRBiUN

ION APPMATU8

-- 4, q---488 O0,

The core and cup are both
made of a stainless steel with
a melting point in excess of
1O000.C
The base of the cup
sits on the theamocouple
Junction as depicted in the
diagram,

Z..
--

The core and cup are

COP

placed within a Fi sher MicroCombustion Furnace (110 V,
50-60 cycles A.C.) (Model
20-286 or- equivalent). (See
appendix p 10).

STFV-

rate of t- ,perature
ris. ot .he cup is control-

1.

p•laemed
Pya
ari ab-le
7 aorer
a
in the furnace. Nichrome
ehating coils (Fisher Re-

heatl..

4W DIAthe
S-•ooDEA.

The thermocouple wires
tiiat ara used are insulated
by an inorganic salt and
are sheathed in stainless
steel.
The thermooouple
wires shoms in the picture
on appendix p 10 were formerly used and found to be
unsuitable.
The insulation
on these vtroe frequentle
y
became abraded causing the
wires to cons in contact
with the core.
This was
remedied by substituting

N.

/t87• •
YrAW
N

elements.

k,
a,,"a

T•~r4W0CLT•¢
J!Ad~t

th~ermocouple wire insulatad and sheathed in stainloos
steel.

i

-are

oCOUPLE W/rtr 7"ez Ce•O4
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crdCT
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Figure 1

-Davis

Vapotester, Model MN-i Type A, with Styr~ene Test bottle Attached for Calibration
Check.

Two types of this instrument are available. Type A ie clesigi:ed to reed zero gas or vapor to
the lower explosive limit (L.E.L.) It car, be used for miscellaneous comsbustible gaseso and vapors as
well as for detecting hazardous gas or vapor-air atmospheres. ?.Y~e A is not for use where vapors of
leaded gasoline may be encountered.

Type L is similar to Type A except that the forer can be used

in the presence of leaded gasoline vapors.
These instruments are Used in general ird.duLrlal hygiene: surveys and safety inspections to
determine the presence or absence of combustible gas or vapor in, conf~ined spaces, storage areas, work
spaces, etc.
The Model
a
-6 Vapotester is similar to Model M-l described on this Mage
caept that in oddition to the 1:1 range, a 10:1 range switch is provided which increases the sensitivity. The metor
scale readings, when interpolated with conversion curves of a particular gas or vawo, winl give results in parts per million.

In addition to portable instrum ents such as the
A-i end
M-6 'lapoteaters, the Davis eorgency
Equipment Company, Inc. also manufactures combustible gas alarm systems which operate on a continuous
basis, utilizing a basic circuit similar to the portatr e Units, w-relay sysnoas for the sourning
of sigals and alara. As a few examples, such alarm systueAmay be used in conjunction with& sol-

vent r

ecovery
systems,

gsolvent
evpor-41ng ovens, combustible gas storage areas, stoage vaults,

roos and tunnels, gas generating plaets, refiner-al s, and engine test celelio.

The cost of such installations varies with size.

Speciftie pricoej 1-r; wla'lablA on request.

The measurment of
f c
obustible
gases end vapors by the Use ofid
sa
continuous indois based on the principle of catalytic combustion of thesse vapor,.
A mixture of gases, sueh as propane and air mah be aitd..6 fldasable ..r not, aecording to ths
concentration of propane in air. The easplosive range includes a2l. concentratich
of a mixture of
fla• ble vapor or gas in air (usually expressed in percent by volume) in which a flash will ccu
caltor

-12-
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Figure 2-

Davis Vapotester, Model M--6.

or a flaps will travel if the mixture is ignited. The lowest percentage at which this occurs is the
L.E.L., and the highest percentage is the upper explosive limit (U.E.L.) If such a mixture is confined and ignited, an explosion results. The L.ELL. of ropane in air is 2.3 pertent ead the U.E.L.
is 7.3 percent. Mixtures above 7.3 percent are too rich to support cambustion, and those lees than
2.3. perent are too lean. Since air is the diluent and is readily obtainable, all cancentrations
z o 2.3 percent are dangerous; therefore, the portable indicator is usually cAlibrated frm 0 to
the lower explosive limit of some specific gas or vapor. The L.E.L. is considered 100 percent anc
points below this level are considered as percent of the L.E.L.
MaaW anon flammable liquids and gases have very wide explosive rang . Tiat of carbon
disulfide is 1 percent to 50 percent, and hydrogen 4.1 percent to 74.2 percent, which shos that olay
very lean or unusually rich mixtures of these materials in air are tree fr-. an sxplosim ha•ard.
When a combustible gas or vapor is passed over a catalytic filament, it burns. The fie.

sent is usually a platinum wire, 0.003 to o.i;. inch in diaseter, heated to a rid Clow.

The temperature of the filament is extrseely impostant in the correct enl.'ei of the gas
or vapor.
It is absolutely necessary that the filament be catalytic to cause this c.. zvu.,ticn o!
-88s or vapors.

:in.e the concentration of c¢mbustibles may be above the L.E.L., it is neý.y -ry that the
filament chamber be protected by adequate flashback arresters that wiil prevent tha :.ropsgeatic,., of
flame to the point of origin of the sample. These flame arresters aopat,. on the.prirtLple of the
a

flame

ratoty leinp.

Two identical filaments arc used in the bridge circuit. One of "heqo filamnts, known as
the "reference filament" is sealed in air in a separate well of the ae chamber as the 'active"
or exposed filament. Two fixed resistors are uved as the other legs of the bridge, connected to-

-I--

n

"

,

,

,'..
0 .:_.
,

•

3 VOlII

Schemittr Wiring Diagram for Model M4=6
Figure 4
Vapotester. Values :f Resisters anid Other ýipcnents are Shown. Oth"r P-.rts are Similar to Those
1-1.
,
for Model

Figure 3 - Showing Diagram of Vapotester.
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Typical Calibration Curves for Comm
Games II sad Vapors.
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Figure 6

AGhOW KAM WO
0400 MW 600M
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Typical Cslibrc' -o
Vapotat

wr "ael.
II.

gather by a variable resistor. The bridge is balaneed with both the filaments In ta,
the variable resistor or zero control, until ths galvanometer or metei reads "ZM0.'
The basic circuit for Nodal X-1 ie sham in Figure .ure
3 ad for 4 #,, 41-o in

"

/pouands;
A

length

-3 1A4inches;

r

by adjusting
4..

width 4 1/2 inches; heighxt- 71/2 inches.

'The cmponent are houaed in a welded ateel sea inished In pq haIcite.
i suppled by 6 flashlight type 'W' relic cont&ein
In the instrumet: Batterylife
ia apprimatels
4 hawrs, continuous duty.
aspirator
0A
bulb furnishes the muctian necesay for

"Pawer

-14-.

smpling.
Figure5 ohms the rang., In proportion of L.L.L., for various gunes WA wpore
ea
for which the inetrument is used (111 range). Calibration curves are available for a mber of other
uaes and eolvnts not shown. The user can calibrate the inutrument for any cebutible Iee or Vae.
The Davis Vapotestere have an accuracy of ± 10 pecent of the scale reeding.
YAl &&-t Figure 6 shows a typical calibration curve of meter reeding* of the "h VTapetester Yrebu ecocentration of com of the acre com solvents.
This inetruent eae be used to determine the coneentration of ay combustible gee or vapor
if a calibration cure is prepared for the.partioula mubmitanoe nder test. Howewv-, this instrut to be used as a -rie measuring lastriusat but rather as a guide and helpful tool in
met is
t
certain vapor-ir readings in the perte pmr milli rane..
a
Davis Instruments, Division of Davis i•mrgeny Uquipment Comany, Inc., 47 Halleck Street,
from manufacturer upoc request.
Nwarhk 4, N. J. Prices ailabl.d
I I CamFree Air
101kt right hand (On and Off) switch to NW.Throw left hned (Read and Volt) switch to "MT*."
2.
3. Adjust needle to grean arrow with "MS. AN' knob.
4.
Throw left hand (Read and Volt) witch to "Reo t
5.
Squesee bulbsemrl timen.
6.
Lift M ADP knob and adjust neele to sure.
Proceed with tests.
7.
n Gee Free Air
V
RngelSwitch to "LT" position. (Wit the re•tch in this osition, the meter is
tranformaw Lato a voltmeter.)
current to flow from
&deb to "On.U (This cloe" the witch avt alos
2.
Throw OMS"
the batteries throg the bridge eircuit.)
3.
metster poi.nter to pwarwwith MFVM? ADP) knob. (This inr-r-a t~aat the *orrest
"voltage is ben mpgiAd te the bridge strait, to emcertain of correct f•lnnt
te.
It' the meter pointer essot be brought to the goan arrow, the batteries

i.AM

4.
S.
6.

7.

wuitch to I - 1. poettion. (In thin poaition tha iudicating aster is across
the bridge La the measuring position.)
Iquese bulb several times (to iaie complete peging of the analyzing cull fro any
residue f gas or vapor* whiAi might be preeent.)
(This balances the bridge circuit to
Lift "M
ADX")mob sand adjust pointer to moec.
actual gas w imp concentration readings.) Ths adero La preparation to tWd
tustflnt Is met easily made by moring the bobs s that the needle goe beyod sere
ad then back to are on the seale. The knob eontrale dual reeoero-.a scare and a
fine adjustmt.
Pr-eed with tests. Insert ompling Lims or pr~s into area to be tested, tn bymes
of aspirator ulb, dbuw a Le Into mea mer. Several dep-eesisus ot the sapirater
bulb will be neosesas
to InuAre ucase reeding, the St
nuber depuning upon the
lenth of sapling lines used. In gaenerl,
to three dqro-ssais af the bulb we
neceessy far each foot of sas.UeS home.
pointer does not rise above 0.1 on seal., check voltage
ad adjust if nosse..
It m
sry, then throw range witeh to W0- I poition and repeat instruetins 5, 6, and 7.
Alwe
CAUTIOt Alwse take first gas reeding with range wltch in I - 1 pDAiMa
use drying hamber
en pging ds esmpLg en 10 - 1 scale. PorisdioLly ehek voltage and adjust when neseesNw to eaonsate for the voltage drop of the batt&--.Throw rge

For asecrate interetation of readings on spsuife
seansor vapao oas•ult conversion
curve for that ga orYew.
,-ieater'-ewvr
forced through under preessue.
5.s11
e=a mld•,a be dram tbe-nigh i
It is desir•ble to parge the inastument see a test if a mso.e ftcs mathear ieation iS
to be takes ien t y. This will aloe ceek we adjwutent
.
I wel to page the iteaner eem It anether ele
is not to or it is
eAesfr
he s atia
WNW .
aO , as this ra ee w posil eeneseivA
4
atd prec..utt - to be
Fmr additional spattin iaaetnetlon, SNtarPetticUe of POWag,
aobeved
V
H the Opeation SnMstrftti sommal sleppd with sect Lataomnt.
U-ILbr4fnfW
of the emsges
of otherg

rjTIPs AVapvtesiter is 9eali
Waten hawa Doeese" with this calibration meet
vapers fall to the left or mate @Me of the hýbi su-me, that is S•atre
l reed Maer thain UWbr asmtel acmenbatic
ealretia fe the 4poteeste4r
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6t aaus or vapors the proceduresl used can be Locunsin the instrument manual.
futAyrevo test bottic Waa d5u 5 lup.L to pzrsdt field chocks on calibration and operation of
H1Jt and M4-6. The apparatus used is shown in Figure I and th~e procedure is as follows.
I our Firough of the atyroen from thu 2 ounce stock bottle so that by revolving the tort bot-

with the liquid, and a sl.ight amdounit of excess styrene is
completely
sides
Ie
t th- at
preseL~nt
the tire
bottom
of the wet
bottle.
Adjuist Vapotesters as per instructions on cover of the instrument.
* at
siru sr
thot the Instrument is at the ss'se temperature or higher then the taupet sture of
the test bottle, to insure that the vapors do not condense in the tube line.
Attach hose fitting of test bottle to Vapotesters, and make sure that connection is tight
-

* Asjpiritt bulJb on inets-isent until maximaum deflection is obtained-Cat least 15 squeezes
of
bulb iwv rcriujrol to establish ecmuiltbriun).
UNot- I1unpurtsturo on, tost bottle thermometer, and ti moanis of proper curve, determine
correct
i,
ýt-d lnnlijtrwromý.t. for thi.. tanperaturu. Ch,cli exyected readirg with actual. re-uding.
Avu:.sc
of withx~n -f .0 pvincent is to be wipected &U;ve Firrze r,.
• . . Md
•d
-6
heapaats
st
s h
i Fgre1
n te
rceu-16-s
olos
I it1-Ur atlolo Davis Vapoteat"x
'is 15 oterimincd 'ýy the filament, If th-1 instrument does net
...............
culrve by......
± 10 percent, the filamtent should be replaced, and ir this fil'.' ,t7 co"rvret
the
r- fQs t L instýtruction book, or return instrument to the Niewark office fur rep- ;!It is sdvisable to store test bottle and styrene stock bottle in a dask loe un, out of
!.I- ight. Th~is will prevent decomposition of the atyrer~e, which can, be detect&:. .*
the color of
* y--ens changes from light straw yellow to brown. In this case th. bottle sr.be
clmeard out
*eeharg.l with fresh styrrone.
It is recomaended that the styrene be kept ., a br ten bottle.
i-;'
i

As !on.,, as liqurd styrere is present in the bonIds. itrn th
Styruie will
last indefinitely, If not
ixposea
to light

e uent

for a tena..

ThuA,

on

M&IjnterMae Zp etriectiens
1.

2.

.

4
5.
6.

needle cannot be adjusted to geen arrow with "ON-M?? switth in "ON" position and
"VOLT.ZAW' switch iu volt poeiti.o.-.a) Dad batteries; b) On-Off switch open; c) Voltread switch ore;l d) Variable roenstor aowtted under center panel msa be open; e)
Open wire or connection; f) Volt Adj. Potentimeter may be open.
If instrument works on volt position of "Volt-Read" switch but needle cannot be adjusted to sero with "Volt-etAd" switch in "Read" position-a) Filaments bad; b) Zero
adj. rheostat o•n; a)
omlent Jack not making roper contact; d) Open 20 oen resistore (tubular 1/2 watt resistors)l e) Open wire connection.
If meteor needle goes to right end of scale and remaine there.-4) Active filament is
burned out.
I f meteor needle goes below nos ard rmains there-a) The reference Mlment Is bArn-

ed out.

Instrment working but on aspirating gas no change noted-a) Tubing to and from citebar cloged; b) Inlet cotten filter eloead end dhculd be chn•g
a', Flashebaeck arrester cloggedl d) Airat•er bulb defeetivel e) Ftlament (analysing) Ariperative.
Znstrument fluctuatee and worka poorly or. asaprating in gas-a) Leek in hose cr corneat•ons; b) Leak In •intrmaent; a) FiIments bedl d) Locoe connection

normatfalls to wokrk-.a) Batteries low; b) "03.0? Switch open; a) Range Switch
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

open; d) Open wire or connection; e) "VO•T AD•." Potentiometer may be open.
Instrument works on "VOLT" but not in 10 - 1 or I - 1 poetoionr
(No set ad,- 'sent,
or neodle goes to ewreme left or right or maesr. --a) ESZ.c
As
.a
'm or contsminated;
b) Zero Adjust Rheoetat openj c) ?ioment jack not making ptOpe. :-ntact; d) Open wire

or coonnation.

Inetrument on "VO•LT emennt reech pest arrow when 'OLT ADN" nO- is turned to the
extrase rlght-.a) Batteries lowl b)Loo battery connection.
Instrument workin but an aapiratng gas, no change no*e4-a) Lines r= chamber ologged;
b) inlet or awrester elcgged; a) Aspirator bulb defect:-e.
Instruent fluctuates and w s poorly en aspirating in gas-a) Leek in hose or connectionel b) Leak in inatrment; a) Filaments ocntaatedl 4) Ualibration changed.
On aspirating with bulb, inatrument reading goe up ear. zt.s -up-P•niemed chamber or

lines.
Detailed maintenance instructions appear in the operation instruction manual furnished with
each instrument.
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HYDROCEYANIC
ACID GAS DETECTOR

I

Figure 1

MM.S.A.

Hydrocyanic Acid 'as Detector, Cunpleta with Case, 12 Sample Tubes and Refill
SApilies.

YMAm
The M,S.A. Hydrocyanic Acid sac Detu•cor, showz in Fir-u 1, is a self-contained, pocket
laboratory for the rapid detection of iIC' i,. woIir..: arvas, sprh as plastics manifacture, and
where HCN fumigants are used.

0ccating Principle
The M.S.A. Hydrocyanic AciA las Detector consists of an aspirator bulb, moveable scale and
detector tubes which are filled before sampling with a mirture of copper sAlphate water, glycerine

gel and o-tolidine sand.

The sa•ple is aspirated through the tube by means of the aspirator bulb

and the rate of flow is controlled by a specially designed metering o.ifice. The HCN reacts with
the chemicals in the detector tube, producing a stain which is directly proportional to the coacemtration of HCH present in the sample. The length of stain is measured by the moveable scals unich
is calibrated in ppn by volume.

Pbysical Descrintion
The detector kit is ccntained in a brown leather came equiprid with a shoulder strap. Dimasions are 3 by 5 by 9 inches high and it weighs 2 3/4 pounds.
In addition to the detector, the kit contains a tube rack, mixing bottle, mandral, color
scale, 12 empty glass tubes wit!. rubber caps, two "ials of the chiceal
].reAent and glass cloth
swatches.

""Atr

nt has a range of 0 to 5, pa HUCN.

Twelve tubes
three woeke at 70 eF,
A three inch
upholstery. Various

can be filled at one time and stored one wee at ta'esa;
'r.n of 9'2F, two to
and two noriths at. 40*P without loss of 5s5sn'.ti-'ity,
probe needle is available for tte;ig the inturior of mattresses aud furniture
lengths e" sweplVng hose are also avallalle.

Mine Safety Appliances Caspany, 201 Xl. Praddock Ave*,

-Ii-

Pittsburgh S,

Penn.

Price available

from the manufacturer upon reo,,st.
t~to
operatina-In
aeseo
e, the partition block may be rmcvsd to provide a convenient working
1. A•ter reoVa
block.
2. Reeve rubber caps from detector tubeel place tubes In reck provided.

3.

Break scoared end af each tube of ohemcal provided by Inserting' -in tubs breaker hole at ad of
chart barrel, Braken tips fall into barrel and mq be raoed periodieally by unscrewing csp.
Place contents of both tubes in -1-4ng bottle closing with etoppe provided.

Nix thcrcu0i

for

at least firi minutes. (Carntion: Avoid spIlln ehadcal.)
4. To fill detector tubes with sbhjeml mixture, ream glass plug froms stopper, insert open and of
tube snugly into hole in itopper, tilt bottle and poir coheiual to within 1 i/4 to 2 inches at
top at tvbe,

5. Insert a glass tape weatch as tlowes:

Place swatch on mid grain section of working flock; pick

up with reed provided and iudert (or hold tube in barisntal. position nil slidoe
tube), tamping tightly against ceheical. Do not toeb mbtehes with batse. Close
ber cap until ready for use. (Mixing bottle 0.0* &aSe be kept ceoled by mean
except when actually filling the detector tube.) After doeter tubes arc filled,
for eing.
until re
ewcess chemioal. Replace prepared tube, in. orinal pc
store prepared tuba* in tmperatures amboe ]e 0

atch Into
tube with rub.
o glam ptug,
dispose or mW
Do not

6. When ready for use, breash tip from detestsr tub ad. insert through guide isle at top of free sAt
then into rubber inlet bushing at hoed of aspirater bulb. Placa sprding actuated retaining had

7.
8.

over large end of tule and prees lightly to make mre a wng fit is obt+aind.

Eject all air fran aspirator bulb by wowesing bulb medianly and tar - 04 Release, 'L..J looseLy
and allow bulb to fill completely by itfr,2f. Smauese aspirator but. elwet ines to obtain ass
plte ahheical reaction In detector tube.
Slide the chart up or wn barrel so Uit mreo (0) marker of soale Is in line with beginning of
sen. Hold scale in position ena chock reelig at cthlae t of stain.

9. To sample from resats location use sabonsisi tube .n daestet

sreaw Ouq94in lime osaseating In-

cart provided into retaining h enatd ttaoh ubboer tufng (l-iAneh
as an axiliary accessory. Otesr cat. No.
oble
pling lines are, avai
5UC for 25 foot ad 18-73069 fcr 50 feet. Break tip frina mpt
in dertectoer.
eak tip from filled detector tube at insert tp eand

CL.b.) of papea lgth.
EmI.27 lurue 10 toot, DR.
detector tube atd pluse tube
of rubber tubing to take Sa-

•,eas
estee, upeltery, Abs.,
10. Nedles for eumpling Interior atospherree ofattresace, pAllows
are avallable as simaxllary accessory. Order Oat. No. 1bOWM0 . To use snplin needle an de.
attached rubber
line emmacting inset provided into retaining hbad
tector, screw sling
mae.
nog
tubing suppled wi sling
Ile

i.
2.

3.

eetor can be choecked against known ooncentration of HCOin air.

"tle l m

hat both the flow control valve and check valve of aspirator bulb be pretested
f~rom dust and 14csed.
Thirty smaonde ( 3 smecd) are required to Inflate aspirater bulb wen all air Is asaetd fin
It with no tube in place. Adjust flow centrol valve sem with sereAurivr to obtain thi toiar
ratU. Xf proper flow cam.t be ebtained by idjustat, reeve the control valve sore aid elaen
adjust to obtain errect flow.
orifice with a fine wire (0.O42 Inch). Replase orem
if cloanim flow aontral valve fails to ao tfor the paper WSubent, check for leaokag at the
..,, .t valve orifcee under rubber but by Inserting a used tabe. Hdig finger over p enad of
robber br' mad
tube, deflate aspirator bulb. It bulb fills in les Man to sInutee re
foiajls to
clean outer surface of chock valve orifice. Replace with nor rubber bend if eaig
Make valve function properly.
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GAS DTETOR

MUM
The Drager Gas Detector is a
portable gas analyzer for measuring
trace concentrations of various gaes
A nwber of
and vapors (See Table I).
detector tubes are available for dif-

ferent contminantsl; se

of these are

intended slap for technical gas analyisi. The apparatus can be supplemented
b.y additional parts making it suitable
for the analysis of respiratory gases.
as Detector conslats of a bellows type pump and the
detector tubea suitable for the gas or
vapor to be measured. The Gas Detector

t

Pump is a single acting bellows which
is operated by one hand only (See Fleure 1).
Figure 2 Is a drawing of the
bellows type pump.
The detector tubes are fillod
with carefully balanced ouantities of
*A.or reagtorte the indication of which
is practically specific for the gas to
be measured. The color reagents are
impregnated on carrying agents. Fir
ure 3 is an enlarged view of the carbon
monoxide detector tubs.
To perform the test, the air
to be examined is passed through the
detector tube by means of the bellows
While this is being done, the number
of strokes is counted and the discoloration of the detector tubs is observed.
of
The discoloration &nd the nter
strokes gives a direct measure of the
gas or vapor concentration.

Figur

apparatus,• shown
Th
elt
£iuhhsiaparaus"sow

Figure 2 -

1 .I "'gr

Gas Detect.

Typc 19/31.

Drawing of the Bellows Type Pmp.

in Figure 4, consists of: the Gas Detector Pump, Type 31, with leather carrying bag; a supply of
detector tubes in a leather storage case; the transit case with An additional supply of detector
tubes; special spanner wrench; and spare parts.
The complete kit is contained in a metal case 5 by 6 by 6 3/4 inches and weighs 4 pounds.
Weight of the bellows type pump Ia 12 ounces.
!

a

portant in

measuring range of the detector tubes includes the range of twdo gas concentraticna Imthe field of industrial hygiene.

The troxcity data are based on published standards in

In detector Yunes used for
this field, particularly threshold limit values issued by the ACOIH.
technical gas analyses, the measuring range is adjusted according to the requiremente of the anslyse.
inh~haky: The detector tube for a particular gas or vapor is essentially specific for
A.4stable rnagenta, but als
that gas or vapor. Thie is achieved not only by the use Df specific
by the use of a pre-cleaning layer in most types of tubes, which is placed in front of the actual restive layer. This pre-cleaning layr •,Ulctively absorbs arw interfring copoanente that may be
contained in the gas or vapor Sampl, an thus increasee the specifieity.
MSeLtUnkLsZ
ostMis
The calibration data of the various detector L..
in
encral ce
of the adr do
Changes in the hu. .Aity
valid for teeperaturesbet-wen 32.0' and 104.0F (0 - 40).
not affeet the result of the measurmant.
deteetes
1,-#l
n.1 e
.25% at tis
The tube reading deviates from the true value by
M-t
tubes thls error is considerably mller.
-.,eae. .When cietetor tubas ar to
The discoloration of the detector tubes will :. !t f=r s
be kept a evidence, it is recomlended that the open ends be sealed with wax.
Manufactured by Dragerwerk, Heinr. & Beorh. Drager, Lubeck, West Germany; distrlbuted by,
Safety Supply Company, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Prices and literature are available from the m01bfeaturer end distributor upon request.
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Gas Detector Tubes

for

a o u r i n

R a ng a

Indcx*

ma/liter

Alcohol

0.2

0.2•40

Amonia

0.01

0.01"2

Arsine
Benzne
Carbon dioxde
Carbon dioxide
Carbon disulitide
Carbon disulphide
Carbon monoxide
Carbon monide

0.05/a
0.05
0.1/a
1%
0.04
1
0.001%
0V3%

Chlorine

I/a

1-M

0,33-70

Formaldhyde
Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons
Hydrooyanio acid

0.002
0.1%
2
0.002

2-50

240

2450

540-6750
2-145

Hydrogen suiphide

0.01

Mercury Vapor
Nitrous gases
Phoengen

O.0001
0.005
1/a

Sulphur dioxde
Toluol
frichlorethylone
Water vapor

am/au. meter

t.boff.

by ]Avo.

150-30000

C-0-1

13.460
o.02-1

0,05-1.4

15420

0.04,1
1-10

1.'320
320-3200

.04
1-5
1-20
0001M-0.3
0.34
0.141

2-25

0.01-1.2

0.01

0.ý,

0.25
0.1
0.1

0.25-10
0.1-2.0
0.IP0

•0-..

0.1-M
5-500
1-70

7-4140

2.5-250
.. 5.
70-P.CQ
18-370

* This ladsm denotes the type of detector tube..

i1.The
sips T
on the pump.
2.

thdetector tube are broken off by inserting the

Ineart the detector tube into the head of the pump to fit

.-. the (red) eye of the chain

gas-tight, so that the arrow Ipinted

on th tuba points toward the pump.
3.

4.
5.

Squoe

the bellows as for as it

will, go eM release.

The intake action takes place automatL.

casly and is completed when the stroke litter Stain is fully expended.
Perform this operation as often as stated In the Ansuteti•ns for the particular deteetor tube
in use.
Evaluate the meaaeieu t according to the data contained In the operating instructions.

BjAggU=: The concentration is read either directly frm the ecale imprinted on the tube,
or obtain Fraa table using the nmaber of strokes required to obtain the discoloration.
A light-colored writing surface is imprinted on that end of the tube pointing toward the
air inlet.
sao
rat
velue of the detector tubee can be checked by known gas or vapor ooncesa..
trationo, The desired concentration of the calibration gas or vapor mixture can be obtained by UP.
jectiýA " pure gas or vapor in measured quantities Int, a metered air fot..
gas
ps is
ieesof simple desig
ad comprssaWa single Vlveo only. B virtue of
this, it should not require '7 maintenance. It is, however, pactiasble to t': . the pup for leaage before camaswing serial easurements. The leek test Is porformec by Inserting a closed detseto
tube into the intakeat th ha of thepumpad flrees" the• e•ll ws far as it twll.go. The
pimp Is sulffisimatip tight if the ballets i; not ocmqaetely &mqrsedafter 10) minutee, i.e., the
stroke lititer shain Is not 7et fully expanded. When the pimp Is sufficientvy tight, '.
.. p'rQa.
duass the re-ured air flw. A pefeotly functioning pop dsplacoe an air roaie of 100 - 5 ocubk
centioeters per stroke.
If this test owev aaW leakage, In most cases" this oem bo rvooe-tad by cleaning wo *Aaacjng

the Vlve.

A simple check an the proper performance of the tbest can be made by t .JIng the In, %Re stroke.
The period of time reuirem by the behave to am frem complete apreaion to) cplete swansion of
the stroke limite chain Is depenent solely on the flow resistance of the detector tvbe
.goye.
The value of this now resistance is stated for each tpe of detector tube in the instruction manol
as the opening time" in seconde. If the time deviates appreciably from the "cpanig time" the
cperatcr sould be amare that either the Ieap do" not twwrJon o-rr.ctly or the tip of the detects
tube .are not properly opened.
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Reaction toyerIe

Figure 3 - E4lurged view of Drager Detector Tube for Carbon Monoxide (0.001%) Showing Pre-cleaniag
and Reaction Layers.

7 s9 10
Figure 4
1
2
4
5
3
6

-

Cwmporents of the Draga,ý-

-

Bellows pup, mnd'I
Detector tube cas,.

-

Cane for pump
Carrying Case

;.is Detector Kit.

7 - Valve duac
8 - Screen
9 - Valve S3az
10 - Rubber bung
i1 - Oas detector t•ibe

Special screwdriver
-

Special spwmter

Nunerala Refez to Parts Listed Below.

hrenck
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MONOXOR CARBON NNOOUDE INDICATOR

MuM

The Mononor Indicator can be used to
determine the concentration of carbon monoxide
in industrial worlrkng aream. This instrument
can be used also for checking CO concentrations in connection with gas operated home
aplianes.

The peaene of carbon monwo2edsis
shown by the deeloyment of a brownish stain

on the yellow colored gel contained in the
indicating tue. Stain length ia ropor.
tiona3 to the obaocntration of carbon nonoxide
in thepercent
air bera
asm-A.ed.
Parts
miloend
cabo
monoxide
by per
volute are read directly from the sale.
--

-+---•

:

.uThe consists ofPthe
ampler, wioh is a spring operated bellows
contained in a metal housing, and the indicating tube. Attached to the metal ocse
is a double sided, stainless eteel, sliding
fa.-P
emg, mvedof graduations
scale with
consisting
tour ranges,tool,
two Figur
c' eachI).

+

-

I--

The scale and imioator tube holder fold back
onto the bellows case when not in use.
ompler and spare indioator tub"e are
pace in a metal earring ease which weighs

2 1/2 pcunds end measure 7 by 6 1/2 by 2 3/4
inchee.

Yuse

folloaws O.0% (100
ma) co, 0.06% (60D pam)
) Co, o.00o (60 pp) to

pis) to o.2l (200o

to 0.1% (1•0
U=

A o.om% (10 ma) to

0.o0; (700 PM) co,
0.3% (300 p

four pump stoeI

01r es) one, two, three, ard

eeetvy

with a maxidsa reading of 0.2% (2000 pin

Conc•ntration as let as 5 pp can be detected.
The white guird gel rimves make, .
fuses, and pgie other than eaboen aonotds.
Nitroue
tcade, mAlfur dicde, methane and
aome other gEes do not Interfere with the CO

test.

Sims this method is based on a length
of stain rather than a color change, color Ocmi...cnso are eliminated snd reliable readings
can be made under a wide range of lighting canditicua.
Thee tubes ewe suitable fur use be.

tawon -.70' P uai +12

F. Nash indicator tube

-an be used for two separate teats where nosrml
CO emnomtrat•e•n
are encamterse.

D asbwareh
badWustrial. Instrument Cmpeq,
200 X. tMok
Ave., Pittsburgh 8, Pmai.
'.14fl
f.o.b., Pittsburgh, Pama.

*rm ar
2.

lA

hole.

Figure 1 - xonour Uar'o koat'.A.i

Undic:.tor.

and mcale from bottom of indicator sampler anxi Weivel fc~rwerd 4nti

metae tip breaker, on the botteo

of the Indicst

it looks

ampler, b7k to open the tube breaker

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Insert indicator tube tip in exposed hole and break off tips to open both ends of tube. Push
forward to close tip breaker hole.
Slide either open end of indicator tube through wire loop under scale and insert the tube snugly
into rubber tube cornector or indicator esmpler.
Depoes push-button to botto of travel end hold down for several sonds. Releae push-buttsn
ouAik* and allow push-button to return to its original position. This will be shmw by appearance of red line on push-button.
When red line on push-butten is visible wait 15 secods before exmai g the indicator tube for
browish stains in ylow colored Sel. If stain appears, carbon monoxide is praomt in test
until unstained yellow colored Sel appears on one side of saalels me" bar and
ansa.
v*
veals
the stained gel appears on the other side.
Read m*e at junction of stained gel and white guard gel. If noestain iavisible after one
pup stroke repea"L step- 5 through 7 for a total of 2, 3, or ? pap strokes for greater sensi.
tivity. When making additional pin; strokes, be sure to use co•ret scale for meauring length

"slide

of stained gel.
Additional detailed supplmentary operating instructions for special applications are
included with the Instrument.

4kW V.e
•struotione

are included in the kit.

-U--

......................rto
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V.jV,
reacts
a
c,
4I;tgl-I
or ustersity wiud
.. ,:.:o,,
trait betw.en th.e origi: ,. .c
-'u.e C.•-!c..
grain silica gel wt.icr, if

S L

hW

..

;ete::

-..

v
ica. reagt:.tL Cray,.
cr.
c.r..te
odc.. whi-L rawjes -.
A color r.Ain is
.L4:h! V0
'At jas or vapor. L~ck, rsapjtt jrorides a color cur.

*- . "e ' ctste.tin:g reagerts x..* snortea•Ac. tI-t
grea, . sizr
.e ".:-..
A
_
etector t~te.
, i.-. r..
of al-flow throetoh the tubes, ar.4 wro'. v OeaI, *uro.
of the silica gel inrr..s =ea fort
tube:.
color charges on culOrri•city
.r -rfor-.
marcation lines or. Ll ler.gt.-of-sr.a-r, t-tesa,

Physical Desintipor.L
tat:
,
:. ' x f! ;e
The gas arc;p.4
cetecsor r.. cornaits3 of a i~.I.rvir
eieovl.r stra,,
•.c.aur)•,• s .- e pirto, w- a leahe+r Cerrying cats "j.,
tubee (to be specific.:
,
3/4 :,xhe&
112 inches ir. -aimeter i,..
i 1/i ;or.zd aend it iz
Weih o" -l V ;. .
toxes of detector tubes. Weight of tLe cutcase .IS roar. for eij."
;:*:. '.a
The 1? 1 9 by J-t7 .c
plate C-t is stout fox pc,.rnz.
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BEST AVAILABLE cOPY

j

.

1V9l7 Uthe averae arorofoth tibe. is Is" the 51. Aurat* tomrataare cOCtw
tihleoa weo avail ddo fw slash type or tube.
The to.lindg t*e list the t"pee of gas and wapo deltete tube evmllabl.e, range ot
color shale. prodted,

osntret•maa deteotebls,

'n-

mid other petinwnt lnfarmcit.

TUBRS PO9 MEASURING A1U1OSPERIC CONCENTRATIONIS
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-
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HIGHER RANGE TUBES FOR PRO(;CE$
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Njmsy
U iir of the sWopriate detect4or tube wre broken off, =d the tube is inserte
into tMG aket at the pap Wlet. Ths h.wvle of the pump is then withicodan the length of the quai
4or and gven a Mal toin either left or right to olook
it In positimn. After two to. three minutes,
-i6

depending upon the specific tube, the detector tube is rmuovd and the gas coneontratiLn readrt
n
the calibratiom..uryo or color standarde on the detector tube box. It no stain develops dta
me
pup stroke, repeat the procedure Iutl
a stein develops, sAn divide the rea41ding Pbtaind by the

maber of strokes.
Calibration Instutm

napaotty o
hand pp 1 100
betho
IM
±
. A sitape NsOp bubblen techAiquo o be used to
check the Lir flow through the detector tubes. Coe method is a follers Construct a bt
with a
capacity of 125 ml tics 3/Ir,.uch I.D., thiwill (1./1inh) Plastic tubing. KMrk off the cegsty
btveen 90 and 110 al in 1 ml divisions by using a voLumetric pipette and filling the burst with
sueoesive known quantltioe of water. Sues
nipple to the top of the plastic tube to ftcilitats
attahment of rubber tubing wichtiobll slip over the detector tube aid tam a tight seal. Prepare
a solution, of detergnt nd water ealowing the remsltnt
.
mea
to subsids. Cearetl por this esl"tion into the buret to avoid raieing additional foe ad pour out the soluti•n In such manner that
the inside wt.le of the burst are coated with a thin film of ecaW water. Place the open and of the
burst In contact with the sumace of the so"w water contained In a beaker. Withdrw the buret sand
a soap film should cover the mouth of the bwet. Insert a detector' tube (ands?
of glass brt
off)
into the pamp and attach the other end of the tub to the top of the buret. Pull out pip howls
ard lock In eactented position. The see bubble wMl rise in the buret (from the ewo point) and
cone to eouilibriim. Note the total vole Ut time requlred to reach eM dAhrius.
Detector tubes can be calibrated aganot knows cmoentrations of vearis
pges wt vapors.
One method for setting up known concentrations is described on page 167-i. Other techuicees We
described In the literature.
1b ifVtPU2oaý ncessary to lubricate the piston, use a good prads of 4liecne pease.
2) £huck bytx a-Li4
microscope, or by noting the time rate of flow, to be sure that the @orstent flow critic is unplugged. Dirt May be rmese by cleatin the bole with an 0.05 mil1 platis
ma wire.

*iditoris Notes This technique is used by the Occupational Health Field, !leedquortore, U. S. Public
Health Service, Cincinnati, Ohi~o, to calibrate oeLl air C~cv rates uh cwreel types of field sam
pling equaijant. It is a covenient and aourate method and ws sumitted for pblicatiom in the
Amer. Ind. Ift.
Assoc. Jour. by Howard L. umnets in October L959.
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PORTABLE OXYGEN INDICATOR

Figure 1 - K-A Portable tOxgen Indicator for Measuring Concen ratiune of (bxqgen Within the Rang4
of 0 to 25%by Volume.

The N-S-A Portable Oxygan Indicator, shown in Figure 1, is a compact instrument which gives
a direet, instanianeous reading of the percentage of o.Vgen in

. ziseous msxd.ure.

It can be used

for Wgen deficiency conditions and for situations where oxygen leakage may increase fire and sploloe
hasards.

nk
Cortabl
Oxygen
Q
Indicator uses a depolarization cell f-xygen measurepmnt. The
call consists of a Lucite cylinder filld
-with a special elctrolyte, z.
, electrode, and a hallow
carbon electrode. In this form it becomes a galvanic -ell wtitr gen ca.ý -e.ectre current. The
flew of this current is retarded by the polarization effect of iydropea ieor attractem to tht carbon
electrode. When the test sample is circulated fr.Who hofl-i electrode, a small portion diffuscs

tbrcugh the carbon. Oxygen in the sample combines with the hycrogen ions depolarizing tl's call.
The amunt of depolarixation, and thus the amount of current flow throah the cell, is in direct
proportion to concentration of oxygen present in the saple.

.-'a
Sw

This current flow is

measured by &

-A

I,

•jpI,

Figure 2 - Interior View of Portable Oqger Indicator.

S

Figure 3 - Detector Cell Wit!. Sanple rl~et and
Eidiaust Tubes. Gail x;:.sists of Carbon and
Zinc £.•'ectrodes Imersv iar. b'Wlite Solution-

meter whose scale is graduated i.n percent o~ger.,

Yhysical RWei-t
•ecrl~rion
- 5 J/4 pounds; width - 6 3/1 Inches; depth - 4 1/8 inr..es; height - 5 3/4 inches.
The instrurent is housed in a ragged aluemnu
Power is supplied by ane size D flashlight cell.

case with leather neck and waist straps.

Parfomance Dt

Sceal Range - 0 to 25.l oxygen ty volume. Accuracy - - 1/2% o2-gen throghout the scale
range. Sec.. graduatior. - sauare root function places the 5%mark at iqproxntutely the r.ii-point on
the scale.

fro

Mine Safety Ajpiiwu.n Copany, 2M 1;. Draddock Ave.,
manufacturer upon rmuest.

Pitt sturg. 3, Penn.

i'rice availaLc-

operating
structions
Move the haFF-OW switch, upper right of panel to the "ON" position.
2.
,a. spring return swit.ch.n
the "CHECK"
position and adjust "CHCK ADJ."
,ntilaetter, pointer is
within half of a scale division above the proper setting. Release the swirch to the "MPAD"poss.
tion.
3. Gently rock or tilt the instrrent in several directions a few times. Aspirate air 10 times snd
adjust meter needle by "AIR Ad.0e to 20.8%within a few tenths of a percent.
i,. For good stabllity, allow at least five minutesg then repeat sKtpt. 2 and 3 i...h greater precision. Check setting need not be adjuotod closer than to 1/4 of a division; air adjustment should
be as close as possible to 20.8%.
5. Aspirate samle and rea meter when. stable. With a five-fooT, sampling line, 15 te
.-t--2.ne
are needed.

1m pseteet sacuacy sndt rsAision, the H-*-A Port-able .Jqgei. Indlxcatr mu&T.cr-; *-11ibra,.zd
before taidng asa4arementt.
For oqgen concentrations above 15;, dinply 1-dv r. fresh
ar =
-Vle i.-d
adjust the meter reading to 20.8%. For meaerwoent. at the loi. ttt. sme
es..e, adjust, the sac
setting in eddition to the fresh air reading. To do this, draw a
c of oxygen-free gas throuSh
the iinstrumat ard set the meter to zero by turnrng the slotted ",.ero- hajustment screw to the left
of the meter.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

t~I. I m~fjwdto ?Iplao=nut of OW of Uwt
two umothg or mwe of we. MT aeall nuual.I lait eam&Uwda

taý
lotew.

dte4etu$

Ths WOUvO sleetiao

dhoulA lost a~axaat.1y s yea, but may have to be lomeiu when the edetn1t

ip eh=484-

f

aim it

CTIONS

O

R

USES

6. ieMuerhe
After a negative reaction, the Tube can be used again
repeatedly an the same day. Under certain conditions,
it may even be used again after a positive reaction,
Oiscolorallons last for only a short time and tend to
pale If the Tube Is left aside, See Information Sheet
No. 39.
. Specificity
Colour change orange * blue violet Isbased on rac.
tion of the HCI with organic metal complex, The
Indicating layer Is disco!ored in excessive concentrattots oa nitrovs gases and chlorine Hydrogen
sulfide produces a blue discoloration of reagent. No
Interference is offered by hydrogen fluoride, sulphur
dioxide or SOS,
Acid chlorides and other substances (e. g. sulphur
dlthlorlde)whlcheasilycrack HCI conalsobe measured.
See also Information Sheet No. 39.
1. iffecte of the Ambient Tempereitre ae the
Meaeuremetn
Tite caoibrotrd scale printed an the Detector Tube
is valid for 10 strokahof the pump so '-'D as both
Tu'e on- !:zclampole
are within a and 40, C.
The Dele'or Tubjsu .i c:alibrated to allow for 40
to so',, reW. rumidilt in the test gas (205 C).

DeMatew Tubes 2a Hydediebdc Acid
1. General and Appilcatieons
Analysts of hydrochloric acid vapours (HCI) in air
and In industriul gases.
Instruction booklet 02341* explains how to use the
Detector Tube and the Gae Detector.
For the properties of tie tube, see also No. 39 in
our series "information an the Drdgsr Gas Detector"
2. Deemriptien
See illustration.
Opening time (duration of one stroke of the pump
to full esponsion of the stroke limiter chaln)t at least
Astas, but not more than twice that.

3. Measuring goage
With 19strokes: 2-30 ppm
m 0.67 ppm
I mg HCt1resu.
I ppm HCI
1.5 mglc.i. m

5

Tore.

7
Cth.

4. Toxicity U.',s
MAC- value (8 hours): 5 ppm (USA 1959, Ger. Fed.
11valutlolt
ep.9.
Far further toxicit data, seeInformation Sheet No. 9

of the Result
Trl and
Wish 10 strokes of the ,r.np. suck the air to be tested
ahrough the Tube. Lengsn of the vialet-discoloured
zones MCI concentration 1 ppm. The discoloratton Is
similar to the covering film on the end of the Tube.

3. SOtrese Ufe
At least !-vo years. Keep the Tubes out of the light,

I and 2 Fused tips
3 Writing surface
4 Proecleansing layer
(while)
S Indicatinglayaerorange)
with calibrated scale in
p p. mi., valid for 10
strokes of the pump
(n = 10)
6 Arrow (should point
towards pump
durinq test)
7 covering film iviolet)

1

1
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I. Geomel end Appeiedlee

Analysis of Piasganem
(COCI,) In air and tedisicol

reaction however, it cannot be used gpin. oil€olouratinns lost only for a limited pa'lod whilst
fte discolaured senes become somewhat shorte in
length.

P.5~StWi

goasis.
rnstruclions for using the Detector Tubes and Goa
Delteter or
contained In InstruclIon•
ookhlt
a 2M41.. With regard to the qulfitte of the Oeter Tubeas
and the formotton of Phoegee from hydrocarbon
halOdes, pleaes ee Infrmeolm Sheet No.
f
13 and

The indication is band on coupling reaction of
Phoiglen with aromatic omino.atdehydu Colauotion: blue-oreen. Reactiof specific for Phofene.
The indication of Phosguee Is not effeited by other
sows ples$
s
Insormation Shee Ne. N.
L fala of Tdopera•se• an goe 'ed IBIlt
The printed Kale pplien for 5 straoes, so long as

No. R

tIhetemperature of teDefteclor Tube and dos

L IUeerlp-m
See Illustration.
Openkv time (duratlon of one strofe a tbe pnopo
'0 full expanslen of the ltroke limitor chaln"I ot least
- msends,th musians leasing leied that.
p -&.Meug
stroheer am l Uan
IS pt.mw
i strolset up to
UPS?-s p.p.m.
m Ishot@i
sg.

IL Remarkse
a negative acti the Defector Tu
be aed again on the same day. After 0 posilt

sample are between 5 and be C.
9. eat
Iod
Set
I
D ie took
Draw Ite air to be teeted tnevh the TaUe with S
strok, of the puntP. The length of t•s blegreen
d4isc6Vred MoeeGiVeeth canceretIMlen of PhI.'
gene (v.p.m.). Celouralle Is similtr to the cot..,
of Ite covering film an the end of fts Tub.
Testing with one strobe: Multtply the relding by
5
p-- - soegene.
tt.
Tae '.. account tlseuelume
of into' pipi•i; as the volume of the Air Smaele
i only '00 c,.
W' Meeeiln eeemanldem of! Ie
s 1lppm.
Draw the air to be teated throiugh the Detetr Tube
until avd ti,", as the dlteooiaretlon reases first
groduation 1
at the same time cowusng tie
al1.
number of strob.es ",n"ed
In), The P.ssseage cor.centration in O.Pm. then is
5
p.p.m.-

ii~ralt
PP.M. I up e opprx 75

W cui m ai

,n.-. PhO sq.l,
- 4 mg.cu. metrl 1 ?6lo
4. leslty 04"
MAC v•lue R hous)s I p.plm. (USA 1911)or 0.1
p.p.e. (Oermen Federa Republic l"1). For further
ousicity datm, 911se e Ink~natl" Siw No, 13
1

.lhempg Ufo
At leost 2 years.

I ond 2 Fueedtips

3 Writing sushece
4 Pre (teeneqls ae

Cleo=

wtitk caibrated

Ssraesslif
= 5)
sa
6 Arnow. themld meits
daorng 0ie lnt
7 coverIng tis (Wve-
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Description

The resistance of the Formaldehyde detector tube 0.002 Is
so calculated, that one stroke of the pump (,intil the locking
chain is completely tautl) takes at least 3 seconds and at

0.002
iFormeadehyde

and Instructions

ter

the most twice that time. This guiding principle permits
easy checking that the lest is being properly conducted.
In the event of considerable divergence, check the pump
in accordance with the Instruction Booklet for the gas
detector apparatus, See also that the lips of the tube,
after being broken off, ore really open and that the

Use

detector tube is properly seated in the mouthpiece of the
pump.

The Formaldehyde

Detector Tube 0,002

1 Mese.s.sing Rage of th De

The measuring range of the Drager Formaldehyde detector
tube 0.002 is so adjusted that toxically important concentrations can be determined. The range lies roughly between
0.002 mg and 0.05 mg per litre of air. This corresponds
in round figures to 2 ppm - 40 ppm*).

1. Ceee
The Drdger Formaldehyde Detector Tube 0---2 serves to
idesrify the presence and deoetmine the concentration of
formaldehyde (H.CHO) vapours in work-rooms, industrial
plant, containers, etc., duripg industrial hygienic control of
such localities. It merits dfawing special attention to uses
in disinfection work and in plastics' manufacturing and
processing plant.
The Formaldehyde Detector Tube 0.002 is used in comi;nation with the bellows pump of the gas detector unit.
The technical manipulation of the gas detecto, is described
in Booklet G 2fl1ia

4. Toxic Deft
The MAC value for formaldehyde is Indicated as being
ciconcertratian of 5 ppm, corresponding tn about 0.006mg
per lilre of air.
per lir
"lot;mpp.-almaldshydu
- sppron. 0.1 oi

" I

-t

6. "teso
The Driger Formaldehyde detector tub. 0.002 can be
stored for at least 2 years. No particular precautions are
required when ;toring.
Every original wrapping ;s printed with the date by which
the detector tube concerned must be used-

The construction of the detector tube is
shown by the adjacent sketch.
1d t t-

3 - reagent ampoule

7. Speuficil

4 , breaking point
doubledtted)The

readn given by the Drager Formaldehyde detector
tube 0.002 is based on q-. condenealior of the formal-

S - shrunk-on tube

dehyde with aromatic hydrocarbons in the presence of
acid.
Even
b.. .... lde.
The reaction is practicolly specific.

.

layersulphuric
6 -

reaction layer

the higher homo!oge of formaldehyde ,'-,asic aldsrn'-e,
uF-.) ore not indicated. TV-e on•y exp.Otioin to this is
acrolain. This rc.c;ion, however, is c.r. .urably lees sen.

10

7 - meiasuring scale
a - mask

. i,

A Drager Formaldehyde detector tube 0.002, once used,
cannot be used again, even if the result of the test was
negative.
The colourations after a positive test oo;:for a fairly long
time. The tubes can serve as evidence at i later date.

Description of the DraIler Farmeldehyde detector tub. 0.002

I and 2 """-Ina type tips

a; - IM ppi
HCHO per litr.s

L. Rmes's

Distinguishing the Drtiger detector tubes by the numbered
index gives the lower meosurin3 limit in mg per 1. This is
based on the vo.,Jme u.f test air called for in this instruction
booklet.
2.

. Fora,,lehde dest,

twbe UaN

sa

[

3

sitive than the formeideiwde reaction.
From available exper -• e, inlerferenc. with the fornwl•.ldehyde imdicartion from other impurities In the air is not
to be expected.

This Formaldehyde detector tube 0.002 should be ineried
into the mouthpiece of the pump so that the arrow primed
on the detector tube points towards the pump.
The use of the detector tube is described in para. 9.
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0002 are applicable far ambient temperatures ranging
from 0 to 400 C. (32-1040 F.). The test result is therefore
practically unaffected by the temperature.
seTes Resultt
9. Testing and Assesosin
After opening up the ends of the detector tube bend the
tube at the double-dotted spot shown In the Illustration
on Page 2, so that the ampoule located inside the tube
breaks. The hoe shrunk on to the tube holds the two parIs
of the latter together. The caparalus Is now ready for
the test. Place the detector tube
on the mouthpiece of the pump
in the normal way, so that the
mrg/
arow points towards the pump.
Suck the air to be tested through
.•--0
the tube by lifting the pump
--0.002
1 times. In the presence of formoldehyde, one will see the
- 0,005
reaction layer change colour
-0,02
(reddish) to a degree extend~ng
-0. 05
lengthwise according to the
amount of formaldehyde present.
Once the S strokes have been
terminated, the test is over. For
lm

DRXGERW ERK LUBECK

j

HUNK. A bkRNH. DIXGII
Tslepr. 026807

Tel. 29531
G ERMAN Y

purposes if er.aluation, read off on the measurement scale
the length of reagent layer which is discoloured (see
illustration).
Nate 1
After the test, the reagent layer is discoloured at the outset
to the greatest degree, the discolouration becoming
grodually less along the length of the layer.
T.,.- - %,c
of discolourstion to be taken will be at the
pair.s where pole-red grains con still be seen clinging
together.
Netea
If the measuring point is difficult of access, we rscommend
that the estelan hose provided as an additiona Item far
the gas detector apparatus be used with a tubt. holeer;
compare the description of the gas detector (Page 9 of
corresponding bookler). As thi detector tube will be at
the free end of the hose, the volume of Intake hose need
not be taken into consideration. Testing and evaluation ure
carried out exactly as described in the foregoing.
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KITAGAWA
Ammonia-Low Rangei DETECTOR TUBES
INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION
FUNCTION.
Ammonia low range Detector Tubepsproside vapid accurate smeasurements of air concetra-lk
tics, in the range 10400 PPM (parts per million) by volume . Sampling and measurmenat take
lee, than Aveminutes.
PROPERTIES AND HAZARDS OF AMMONIA:
Ammonia (NH,) is a pungent. irritating. colorless gee,The M.AC.* Is 100 PPM, which
Is equivalent to A,OICýj by *g!'Jmne. or 0.70tmg/liter. The odlor threahold Ia approaimately 50 PPM.
Exposures of greater than 200 PPM are likely to cease irritation of mucous menlaunbeaesed akin.
Ammonia forms explosive mixture with sir in concentrations between if asod25%6.Tat macsure
concentrations between 1.01%
and 25%. use Klitsaaw No. 109A Amamonia ((fish Rangea)aatecsasr
Tubes.
DP.RCRIPTION OF DETECTOR TUDESI:
Each tubhe *ontains a carefully meaaured amount of LAm
grain resin Impregnated with a
pink colored reactive chemical which is sensitive to ammuonal
gSm. When air cc;-trjnlssql ammonia
cot:.-. -'ith shte
is drawn through the detector tube, the reek- at the Inlet tenss a yellowlsna-wb
total length of tediral~soratiun belingprcpottlviane so the sir concesntrations,
Inatructions for Use:

OUTLET

GWIDE
PDOT

tip CUITIFA,

~

~
I

C

0

1, Cotn0g"tipset
(aA)sisdi() fAtaleesht141111bebturabiauehbheab
dihel4214Otlpstwe.
Is ae in all the way, peeksIs
the pump Ialet. If the hmeasdl
2. Insert tip (A) aecurely sinto
is.
t
3. Line up the pump handle wi tht el red do ers the end of she pump. Publ the hanadle all
the way out, locking it with a t
sture.
4. Wsit 3 minutes, During this time, the air baeinsampled Iowa throusgb sthedstocite tube
adaconstant-Sow orifice Into she evacuated pump. At the end of she sampling period.
relese the heandle with a hell turn. The bhandle should sos move basis move the See.
(about 1/411. Occasicsrtstiy a smellparticle beomeftlodged is she asovislsn.Sw ori~on
wil be drawn baok mere "hGaSe. whbam
restrictitng sheSlow.If this happens, tha beandle
released and the measuremenst, sh~ould
Ituediscarded and repeated with a fresh subs.
S. As amanas the samsple,
is drawn. remove she sobs from the pump smadPlnes It vertically
on the eosscensrmataa
chart. Positiona sthetube with the stained seut dow so dsht alas
boundary betweete timeend plug and the rein at the Inlet (point 0) is ovearlimes "
toopedngs
the lengith of
and point X is over line X-X. Reed the Air ceecentartlon
the stale 0-C
Temperature Correctiome:
No temperature corrections aor necessary between SO*Pand I0'F-

Interfeernce :
Amine chernicais produce a similar alaseoloretlon &ed may Interfere with accurate readingsa.

Niaaaimuin allowable sverag~eair concentration for daily thou r
American Conierence of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, lft.

asa eise.lihed lay

TYPICAL KITIGAWA CALIBRATION CHANT

AM14,ONiA-LOW RANGE TUBES
AIR OONOENTRATION IN

x

PART3 PER MLLION
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It this
layer.a carbon
asl be
the repeated
reactive with
astestformust
nest EppoTI,
extendPhO
DI

O |

5/0 €Clrbo PMeoNklI D~lcT9rt6-

pro-tubs
attachment
flled. The measurement techniunchanged.
que retooi,,

So* also nformatiTn Shout No. 17.
1. Goenral gad an of OeppIlcatke
tDetermining the presence of carbon monoxide in
prdaroen a.s .I hydrogen Intasdd lor
s
o air follow the sofowhat
in
1a
If examinng
different pcedur desacribesd In Note 2.
Instructions for usn the ga detector and defector
tube aire cosntaisned" inInstructian liohklet 0 2341 ..

7. Maehd of the ambient temperstre en the msesist
The calibrated
scale inprinted
on Tube
the Detector
oynhnl)luplel
:s.loni'th
Detector
and~h Tube
£he
apsn
sample are within the temperature range of
about 5010C.
of We resuilt
9. Ted end stalesi62
The
s hydrT e) to Ia. testdl is drawn Ihrough
of the bellows. If
the
r(idou
wita
3 strokes
CO Is present, the reacfIve
layer will become pole
brown in zones, the discolourai lon
A .engi
to
a
Jirly
green.
The
concentratlon
of
CO
rea
off directly in A.M. from the scale on tieis tube,

lldn
See illulfrislil,1.
lnitf time (durtion of one stroke of the pump
to Wtlhhysdrogen:
full enpnsion of thee3seconds,
stroke maximum
limiter dien),
6 seconds
L. Lu4

with aisr1
5p

-

7 seconds, maxisuimjr.: 14 seconds.

according to tme length of the discoloursd zone.
NeON 1
the est, the recitv layer is more Intensely
then fyrthpr en. The
at Its beginning
limit for evaluation
purosee is there w
.o
grains can still be en to egglomirate. tf t CO
less man tO p.Ipm., It Ii esuggeded that
readingit
the Deector Tube be hel agolans a brilght beeground and reevelutsd,

p~p.s. (in hydrogen or air),

Slter

Y~ hydiscoloured

A leas

SI mbs

Alte• negative reactions, the Tube can be used again
up to ton times on the same day, it cannot be used
ill reaction,
again after a
g lime, but I1M
r qill le
Discolouretion" ls•tsl Poo
from m=11ur. (parafflng.
Tube must be proteted
Detector Tubes can sane as evidence.

NO% 2
If the S/o CO Octctirr Tube Is to be used for measuring carbon monox;de in the air tihen the air to
be teed mud be drLan through 1i6 Ddtecor Tube
with' ,• strose of the bellow,. The scle Slnted
an tl&'rube is thor 215 valid far CO in air
raf.le
alcive klye becomes. dlmouhi, discoloured
of
mor intense brawn •tan It dIas In the preeua
hoyde

SpcMc
Theindication is based an a colour reaction of the
carbon manoxids with a mixture of iodine pertoxide
and sulphuric acid. The spcificl
y is onsured by the
whid.
u l a ayercTbe
e eands
n gum discolour
CrlooIn1llam.
ra yllow.1 IW,ho gredn
green. forT
Th discolouratlon
must

1 and 2 - fused tips
34 5 A=
7 -

i

3

7

4

writing surface
precileanetlng layer
reacIve layer
covering film
arrow. During the tee
this should point
towards lImebellows.

56

umlEOuwumu Imil 15mere h.
Tet. 21SS1
fed fdlURI

iguslli
Telepr. 02d1"

0 2314-25"e
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BACHARACH

CARBON MONOXIDE INDICATOR
MODEL CDP

US. PATENT
NO.2,549,1NS
(cArANI PATENT
0O. 4M1R1$
UN!TES
KINGOOM
PATENT
NO.5I2,I1

9

Leagb 0

.oais

-j6swemnout Is

ccuwrle

ntsdittlats.

*Net offected by presence of other gases no;Nily ent"elored in safety atotiaq,suwh as

"sItfeo"

oxide, swphug dioxide. methane, etc.
o leods dirottly In rorben monoxide portentose-os Independent Of oepvtoe's Woar pernptivenoos.

trainsh.
Stiailess stooI seal, b
has ni
e da.
riw
tieesase.,
and nominrals for PWPNW
* P.chani'lly eperma: d7 has se olociheld dicull, -in be asea .a prant d io
t0ons.
0 Suil*i* tfr carbon monexizldo tlol
Ia-70*F and + 1291.

be-

The MONOXOR Carbon Monoxide indicator is based on a method developed to
meet requirements of carbon monoxide testing in aircraft, where reliability, accuracy
and facility over wide ranges of temperature, humidity and other conditions are
of critical importance.
This method estahlishes percent carbon monoxide by measuring the length of stain
developed in the Indicator "lhic. It permits accurate reading over a wide range of
lighcing .undicions and reliable measurement of carbon monoxide concentration at
ambient temperatures between -70°F and + 125'F. Color comparison is eliminated;
the visual color response of the operator cannot affect the results. Mechanically
operated, thc M()NOXOR has no electrical circuit, and therefore, can be used in
the preUSCn-c of Ilammable gasks.
A test is made by depressing, then releasing the push button on the precision-built
Indicator Sampler, thus drawing a controlled sample of air through the Indicator Tube. The scaled ends of the glass tube are broken open just prior to use. The
tube contains a yellow-colored chemical which reacts with carbon monoxide, together
with a white guard gel for removing smoke, fumres and S6.-- other thon carbon
mtonoxide.
Presence of carbon monoxide is shown by the development of a brownish stain
on the yellow-colored gel, Stain length is projarcional to the concentrso 'or of carbon
monoxide. Parts per million and percent caron monoxide by voluue it, . sampl,ý
tested are read directly from the scale.
MONOXOR'S double-sided scale has four rangc---eacd depen.-' )g on the
number of Indicator Sampler strokes. Increasing the numl'.cr of struks, :.-..teases the
sensitivity of the instrument. Carbon monoxide conctntratior. from i to -)00 parts
per million can be measured with this muluasu:.L., and mu,.-scale airaingemen:.

"The

A

BACHARACH INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENT CO.
Since 1909 tlakers of Torti.,

Instrumonfs and other Precision Devices

200 N. IRADDOCK AVE.

0

PITTSBURGH 8, PA.

Tolophene: CHusshill 2-5400
kC' 19 $9 b , • .t0 -llr

Ind11

In.1
std0 e n t Co ,

--3 -

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
MONOXOR CARBON MONOXIDE INDICATOR-MODEL CDE
Untold Scale Frame and Scale from
bottom of Indicator Sampler and
swve! forward until it locks in place.

2 Slide rietai Tip Breaker on the Mt-

torn of the Indicator Sampler back
to open the tube breaker hole.

3

4

Insert Indicator Tube tip in exposed
hole and break off tips to open both
ends of tube. Push slide forward to
close tip breaker hole.

Slide either open end of Indicator
Tube through wire loop under Scale

and insert tube tip snugly into rubber tube Conncctor of Indicator

Sampler.

5

Depress Push Button to bottom of
travel and hold down for several sec-

onds. Release Push But)n quickly.
Allow -Push Button to return to its
original position. This will be shown
by appearance of red line w. Push

Button.

b

7

When red line on Push Button is
visible wait 15 seconds before examining the IndicatorTube for brownish
stain in yellow-colored gel. If stain
Mopears. carbon monoxide is ar*%,nt
in test area.
Move Scale until unstained yellowcolored gel appears on one side of
Scale's zero bar and stained gel ap.
pears nn othar side.

C'

Read Scale at junction of stained gel
and white guard gel.

"-

It ae staSi is visible after baa p:up

awe..&

atroke repeat steps i through 7 fer
a ttal of 2. 3 or 7 pimp strokes,
for greater sensitlvity. Whem m i"
additlioal pomp strokeso
be smr to
oso correct scale tfr Molllrigl
Iet% of stille got.

___

S-

.-

0'.

j
4D

U

I

-
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
SEALED MONOxOCi
INDICATOR TUOE

KNURLED TUBE

Inspect Imlicater Sampler for leakap by inserting sealed Indicator Tube in Tube Connector and
depressing Push Button as far as it will go.
Hold for several seconds and release quickly.
It should take 10 minutes or longer for Push
Button to return to original position (red line
visible) If time is less than 10 minute* return
Indicator S.impler to factory for repair,

-

ORIFICE
SCREW

DEPRESS PUSH BUTTON;
HOLD DOWN SEVERAL
SECONDS,
THEN RELEASE

(•

WHEN

RED UNE
ON

CHECKING
TIME
OMIT
SINDICATOR

PUSH BUTTON
SHOULD
BE VISIBLE
IN
20 TO 25

W EOseconds

S~TUBE

i

SECONDS

Inspect loaicater Sampler for correct sampling
time without Indicator Tube. Depress Push Button as far as it will go. Hold down for several
seconds and release quickly. Push Button should
25 beconds.
in 20
to original position
return
Itsampling
is outside
thetolimits
adjust
the Indicator time
Sampler as shown.
t
c
mnoff

i-41

\K~7

CLEANING
SPIRAL
OIIOOVE

If sampling time is outside limits remove
knurlnd Tube Connector. For sampling time less
thmn 20 seconds use Allen wrench provided with
MONOXOR to tighten Orifice Screw visible in
Body cavity. If sampling time is more than 25
remove Orifice Screw and Orifice As.
zembly, Clean spiral orifice groove with toothpick. Assemble as shown above with Felt
Washer and adjust Orifice Screw for 20 to 25
second sampling time.
--

we s glass tragnu

fromdIeatar Sa-

Fle ramefrom Body.
la
peIs kd uO
nodSaeFaefo
oy e
move Slide Screw from center of Slide and lift
Slide. Discard glass fragments from Samp'er
.,r,%assemble Slide to Body with Slide Screw.

PARTS LIST

MONOXOt CARBON MONOXIDE INDICATOR

19-0014

TUBE
CAP

INDICAT0R
TUBE CC-333

19-o010

time

-

port
.............. ..-.
Tube Caop (Package of 6) .
.
Carrying Cast (ot illustrated)
MONOXORSampler CDE (includes Scale 19-0014) ...... ....................
CO Indicating Tubes CC-333 (Carton of 12) ..............................

USi

Member
1.......

....

001
)§-4005
5007
19-4010

LIST NO. 19-5011

SAMMIUNG ASSEM5LY CIa-

1A90152
11403611*3
1140027
11-0029
Lst
u

19-0017

Part

book"

luiter Tubing (4 length) .............................................
Outlet Vlve .......................................................
Asirator lllu, .............
.
......................
..
.
.......
Inlet Vlve ..............................................
REiter Tubing (3' length) ....................
..........................
Sampli•g Tube ......................................................
Filter Tube Assembly .....
. . ... .... ...........
. . ............
. .....
........ * :...........
*................
'...... ..........................
ý-........
.....
Otlflce
eolf
............
... .... ... ...
..
.
. .

2
1

112027
114028

1
1
1
1
1

11-030
11-031
11 4-035
11-04031
19-O0111

1

19,0017

WARRANTY
We guerantee every MONOXOR INDICATOR SAMPLER to befrhe from defect
in material or workmawsaip for a period
of one year. If the instrumem develops
such defects within one year from date of
shipment from our pieat. it will be repaired or replaced if it is regtiesd t. out

factory. tuansportatior :h cie
.prepa•i.
This wmarrisa, i-zhowever, do- not apply at,
aamage due sm misuse at carlest hbandlin.g
Furthermore, we do noa assume liability
for indirect or comequesial damage or
lots of any nature in connection with
qui•firseat sold by us.

•-Prited in U.S.A.

KITAGAWA
CARBON DIOXIDE-LOW RANGE
DETECTOR TUBES
INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION
FUNCTION

Carbon Dioxid, low range Detector tubes provide rapid accurate mfasurementa of sit
concentratlons In the range 3001.)-700 PPM (parta por million) by volume. Sampling and mesure.
Mont take less than alisminutes.
AND HAZARDS OF CARBON DIOXIDECerbon Dioxide (CO.) is a colorless odorlm gas. It is a natural constituent of atmosphere
air arnd is usually present in concentrations of the order of 300 PPM by volume, which is equitvnient
to 0.010% by volume. The M. A. C.' in15,00 PPM or 0.500%. Exposures of 25,000 PPM or 2.5%
for several hours will probably not produce appreciable symptoms Concentrations of 8so cause
,_tieeable shortness of brtath. 4%- GO, ceuaes irritation of mucoua membranes, headache. increaaed
l,,d pressure, disainevs and vomiting. At Sit breathing becomes difficult and 10% CO: cause$
lot,, of eonscioueness. To measure Carbon Dioxide concenrations in the rauge of 0.l0-2.6V. by
."folume use Kitagarwa No,126A Carbon Dioxide (high range) Detector Tube. DESCRIPTION OF
DETECTOR TUBES:
Each tube contains a carefully measured amount of fine grain activated tmmina Impregnated
-withi a bluish purple reactive chemical which to sensiisve to Carbon Di-ottde. Witer
t-Intrinling
Carbon Dioxide is drSw• through the detector tnb% the activated slmina at the Init. tu--no pink
c,-! s. A.th the rctil length of the stain being proportional to the air coceontra-tion
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Instructions fo( Use:
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1. Cut of the tips (A) and (B) of a fresh tube by turning each tube end in the tip cutter.
2. Insert tip (A) securely into the pump inlet. If the handle is not in all the way, push it in.
3. Line up the pump hlndle with the red dots on the end of the pump. Pull the handle alt
the way out locking it with a half turn.
I. Wait 5 minates. During this time. the air being sampled dows through the detectir tube
in, constant-Row orifice into the evacuated pump. At the end of the sampling period.
release the handle with a half turn. The handle should not move back more than Sce.
(asoutig"). Occasionally a siai. particle becomes lodged in the constant finw orifice. restricting
tie flow. If this happens. the handle will be drawn beck more than See. wh-, rlckased
and the measurement should be discarded and repeated with a fresh tube.
5. As soon mathe sample is drawn, remove the tube from the pump and place it vertically
.ao the concentration chart. Position the tube with the stained end down so that the
..oundary between the end plug and the activated almina at the inlet (point O) is eveline 0.O and point X is over line XX. Read the air concentration corresponding so the
length of the stain O-C.
Temperature Corrections:
N tdnparaure
pr)
corrections are necessary between 32'P and 1204F.
Interferences
t(iher add gasescas iterfere with accurate measuremeasa ba" only at air concentraticqa
-Many times their respective M. A. C: a. For practical pnrpoee, ther are no interferiag gases.
a Maosimum allowable average air concentration for daily &hour exposures
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